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Abstract 
 

The present thesis aims at identifying the historical and traditional potential within two 

elements of Romanian folklore, namely colind and descântec. Analysis of the text and 

narrative of these phenomena shows their high potential in preserving cults, celebrations, 

myths and practices that pre-date the arrival of Christianity within Romanian lands. This 

analysis in turn relies extensively on parallels with three Eddic Poems: Völuspá, Hávamál 

and Skírnismál. 

By exploring notions of performance and orality the paper displays the unaltered character of 

the Romanian materials in question in contrast to Old Norse material. This in turn reinforces 

the analysis of cults, mythology and practices identified in colinde and descântece, 

contributing to the viability of the epistemological inquiries undertaken. 

Influences are explored-with preponderance Christian influence-in order to strengthen the 

analysis of their history and tradition. By exploring the ways in which Christianity could 

exert its influence on the Romanian material, the number of possible objections towards the 

authenticity of the history and tradition are reduced to a minimum. Comparisons with Eddic 

Poems will confirm the analysis of Christian influence in colind and descântec. 
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List of conventions 
 

• The Eddic Poems quoted in the present thesis come from the translation 

of the Poetic Edda by Carolyne Larrington (2014); 

 

 

• The Romanian terms colind and descântec may appear in the text in both 

singular and plural forms as colinde and descântece (letter “e” marks the 

plural form). 

 

• rom. represents the abbreviation for Romanian. 

 

• eng. represents the abbreviation for English. 

 

• Scandinavian and Romanian terminology appear in original form through 

the usage of diacritics and accents. 

 

• When a Romanian text is presented, a translation provided by the author 

of the present thesis is presented in parallel (on the right-hand side) with 

the original text. 

 

• All the translations belong to the author of the thesis unless mentioned 

otherwise in the text.  
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Designations and terminology 
 

Folklore- Folklore seems to have no unambiguous definition. It is generally perceived as a 

‘complex, multi-layered and fascinating cultural phenomenon’ (Hasan-Rokem & Bendix 

2012, p. 2). It is a vast subject, comprising a plenitude of notions and phenomena, from 

riddles and songs to practices and rituals (Hasan-Rokem & Bendix 2012, pp. 2). For the 

present paper I have chosen to avoid endless discussions on the specificity of what folklore 

means, therefore I took folklore, as explained in the Oxford English Dictionary) to be the 

amalgam of ‘traditional beliefs, legends, and customs, current among the common people’ 

(OED Online 2020) of a nation. 

Tradition- In order to avoid a dialogue on the relative interpretation of what tradition means 

in modern terms, for the present thesis I decided to stick with a simple way of envisaging 

tradition as a set of customs, beliefs and ways of doing something, specific to a culture, that 

has survived until modern times, being passed over from generation to generation. 

Furthermore, tradition should be understood best in the context of folklore where it plays a 

major role in its definition (Hasan-Rokem & Bendix 2012, p. 9). 

Common folk- This term is used to refer to the overall population of a nation or society. 

More specifically, in Romanian context the syntax ‘common folk’ will be used as 

denominator for ordinary people and at times, depending on the context, to the rural 

population of Romania.  

Archaic- The term ‘archaic’ will primarily be used in relation to the term ‘belief’. By using 

the syntax archaic belief throughout the text, I refer to general cults with their respective rites 

and practices that existed before Christian arrival and that have survived until modern times. 

Generally, the term ‘archaic’ is in alignment with its usual connotation of something that 

belongs to an antique period or something outdated but still existent in practice. 

Belief- The term used in syntaxes such as; Christian belief, non-Christian beliefs and so on is 

ought to be understood as synonymous to the terms ‘faith’ and ‘creed’. Although in general 

this paper sees faith and creed as synonymous, the specific paragraphs in which the term 

‘belief’ appears will display more specifically which of the two words does this term 

replaces. 

Magic charms- Throughout the text the reader will find various ways used to address this 

phenomenon of Romanian folklore. Amongst the designations used in this present paper are: 
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descântece, magic charms, incantations, magic chants. I have used a multiple of terms to refer 

to the same notion in order to avoid repetitions that could affect the reading flow of the text. 

Furthermore, the terms chosen to denominate the phenomenon discussed are in line with 

other terminology of scholars who dedicated studies to these ritualic oral compositions. 

Winter solstice carols- As in the case of magic charms, this phenomenon of Romanian 

folklore will be referred to by using a variety of designated words or syntaxes such as: winter 

solstice carols, Solstice carols, colinde or Romanian winter carols. These terms ought to be 

understood as denominations of the same notion, used in order to avoid repetitions and 

maintain the flow of the text. Once again, some of these terms are in line with other English 

terminology used by scholars to refer to this specific ritualic oral composition.  

 

 

Introduction 
 

The domain of Romanian folkloric and ethnographic studies provides scholars with a rich 

material for various fruitful discourses and analysis. Being modernised slower and having a 

prolonged agricultural heritage due to a predominance of rural territory, Romania is amongst 

the few regions where one could still find echoes of a past that survived in remote villages. 

There is however one major impediment.  Whilst a rich material exists, the number of foreign 

scholars that could approach it is low due to the inability of understanding the Romanian 

language, which in turn limits its potential. Only in the past 50-60 years a foreign attention 

has been given to Romanian materials. However inter-regional studies exist, for example 

Marija Gimbutas’ collaborations with Romanian academics. Collaborations with scholars 

from neighbouring countries i.e. Bulgaria, Serbia, etc are few in numbers and at times ideas 

are proposed without working with a Romanian scholar who understands the language and 

can verify the information. Within the field of Indo-European studies, the Romanian folkloric 

and ethnographic material could provide the answer to questions long left unanswered, or at 

least identify missing links in theories. Studies of Christian conversion would benefit from 

looking at the peculiarities of how Christianity blended with the native folk beliefs. The 

syncretism of ideas uncovered by such studies would raise questions of how Christianity 

came to be a monopolising faith across Europe. I ought to mention that the argument on the 

potentiality of Romanian material is not aimed at promoting a nationalist ideology but rather 
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spans from a desire to encourage scholars to go beyond known notions and explore a region 

that has a large potential for studies of different sorts. A solid example are the Indo-European 

studies on the fertility cults once existent across a large part of Europe, studies done by 

Marija Gimbutas with material gathered primarily from Romania. Studies of old 

Mediterranean language would also benefit from an exploration of Romanian etymological 

studies. Examples once again, are hardly exhaustive.  

The aim of the present thesis is to enrich the scholarly studies on Romanian material through 

this contribution. Works in English on the Romanian folklore barely exists. This does not 

come as a surprise, since only in recent times academics began to publish English versions of 

their work. In a much happier circumstance, some works were translated. Big names such as 

Mircea Eliade or I.P. Culianu, enjoyed an audience outside the country’s borders, 

predominantly French academia collaborating with scholars such as Dumezil. Their studies 

on Romanian material is known to a wider audience than other similar studies done in their 

autochthonous language. The present paper therefore aims to overcome the language barrier 

imposed by similar work in native tongue.  

 

Hypothesis 
 

What is the present thesis going to explore? What do I aim to present in this paper? 

In his book Magie si Vrăjitorie in cultura Română, I.P. Curșeu (2013) held that Romanian 

culture, different in various aspects from neighbouring cultures, has an original way of 

thinking, describing and interacting with the sacred (Curșeu, 2013, p.24). The author makes a 

point that for Romanians, magic and witchcraft usually came under the same umbrella term 

of witchcraft (rom. Vrăjitorie), whilst in the rest of Europe a dichotomy existed between the 

terms. Following the footsteps of Eliade (1975), Curșeu agrees that Romanian material can 

contribute to an understanding of Magic and Witchcraft in Western Europe (Curșeu, 2013, 

p.26). Certainly, a research of the Romanian folkloric material would provide a fruitful 

discussion not only for magic and witchcraft studies but from a historical point of view, the 

rich existent material would provide answers and new questions for historians, linguists and 

the new domain of archaeo-mythology. The connection of these points with the material used 

for the present study is relevant, for the sources we are going to make use of are in strong 

connection with the domain of witchcraft within the Romanian native beliefs.  
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Whilst there are only a few studies focused on the Romanian folklore in understanding 

witchcraft, lesser studies exist when it comes to the history and tradition the folklore possess. 

Yet folklore is large and comprises many elements, hence why, in the present paper the focus 

will be on two main elements that appertain to the overall folkloric domain, namely 

Romanian magic charms/incantations (we shall explore the terminology better in first 

chapter) and winter solstice (or Christmas) carols. The two phenomena possess a large bulk 

of traditional and historical information verifiable with the right tools. This argument 

represents the main hypothesis on which the present paper will build upon. A comparison 

with a field that shows best the importance of oral history and oral tradition will uncover and 

emphasize similar traits in our Romanian sources. The domain of Norse history and 

mythology displays the viability of oral history prior to it being written down when Christian 

literacy began to influence Scandinavia. Furthermore, the similarities between the discussed 

sources will at times be striking, which allows us to grasp a better understanding of how the 

Romanian material got influenced by other external/internal factors. Old Norse history is 

attested, their socio-mythological structure is better known to us, hence a comparison of the 

two folkloric phenomena and three Eddic poems can lead to new ways of looking at the 

Romanian materials not only as propagators of tradition but as propagators of history. This 

way the present thesis will explore the reasons for the survival of the winter solstice carols 

and Romanian magic chants. The question that follows is why the poems from Poetic Edda? 

Firstly, the whole Norse material is far too rich to be comprised in such a small-scale essay. 

An entire book would perhaps be needed to undertake such task of comparison. Secondly, the 

Eddic poems are closest in structure and performance to the winter solstice carols and magic 

chants. Another important aspect is the Christian influences in the production, creation and 

narratives withheld in the Eddic poems. A similar process, as we shall see later, existed in the 

contexts of the carols and magic charms, yet the influence was passive or none and less 

ideological. 

Main questions 
 

 Following the presented hypothesis there are several questions to be answered. The main 

question is as follows: Is it possible to speak of the Romanian magic chants and Christmas 

carols as propagators of tradition and history? Whilst oral tradition as it is understood, tells 

and retells a story passed down by generations, it shares some common ground with oral 

history which in past years caught the eye of historians who began to acknowledge the 
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viability of sources different than the written ones. We could therefore argue that traditional 

historiography had given way to new methods of reconstructing historical information. The 

blending of various disciplines provides a major boost in such new endeavours, for the 

evidence and theory can be tested using various other methodologies and ideas from different 

fields of study.  

A further question is whether we can (using various methodologies and analytical tools) 

identify cults, traditions, practices and locate these accurately. Can we identify the cults, 

traditions and practices which have survived in the narratives of these folkloric phenomena 

and trace these back to their origins? 

Since our study will also look at how factors influenced the creation and development of the 

materials we work with, we will explore the way Christianity interfered with the production 

of Romanian and Norse material. The question therefore would be: How much Christian 

influence was exercised on magic charms and winter solstice carols? A base for future 

comparative studies on these topics could be set, especially from the prism of how Church 

helped or denied the encountered local folklore, which in turn would provide a better 

understanding of the way historicity is tied to socio-cultural aspects. An adjacent question 

related to the originality of information is tied to the aspect of orality and performance. Did 

performance and orality alter the originality of the information within the two folkloric 

phenomena? In turn, by answering these questions, I will be able to conclude whether the 

historical and traditional information present in these folkloric phenomena is original and 

non-altered.  

Methodology 
 

The nature of the material requires a strenuous methodology consisting of comparative, 

philological, content analysis and historicity methods, with the latter having the oral aspect 

more nuanced. There are several points ought to be mentioned. Firstly, in comparing such 

material, some information is to be interpreted inside the social system it comes from 

(Stausberg 2011, p. 25). It would be in the detriment of this essay to push a comparison of an 

original material outside its boundaries. The comparison between Norse and Romanian 

material does not hinder the purpose of the thesis, for the textual interpretation is done within 

the original social context of the phenomena analysed by making use of scholars’ work. 

Secondly, I have a duty to acknowledge some issues related to comparison, namely 
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generalization and reductionism (Stausberg 2011, p. 25). I cannot escape these entirely, yet 

the chosen material works in my favour for it encourages an elaborate approach despite the 

object of study being narrow.  

There is an epistemological aspect of the present study lying in the necessity to at times 

interpret the material I work with. My goal is to explain the interpretations and validate them 

against works of other scholars. Interpretation and explanation will therefore intertwine, a 

natural repercussion of textual interpreting (Jensen 2011, p.47). At times I will come to the 

aid of abductive reasoning, meaning I will have a best guess (Jensen 2011, p.48) due to the 

scarcity of theory or information. 

Using content analysis will allow me to make valid points from the Norse and Romanian 

texts. It is indispensable to use such analytic tool for in general it allows the study of a 

plenitude of sources (Nelson & Woods 2011, p. 110). With a text or ethnographic piece being 

a web of references to concepts, ideas, practices and other texts (Gilhus 2011, p. 276), I will 

have to move back and forth on sources. Ultimately every text becomes an imprint of cultural 

knowledge, surpassing its author’s intention (Gilhus 2011, p. 281), a point which I will 

extensively rely on primarily in chapter I and III. 

Lastly, I will use historicism as a method of analysis with a focus on oral history and orality 

with its theoretical foundation. The ultimate scope of the current paper is to demonstrate 

these phenomena pass not only tradition but history. The strategy of historian is to minimize 

the fictious elements of history (Rupke 2011, p. 287) hence why sources should and will be 

interpreted in a critical manner (Rupke 2011, p. 291). To undergo a clear historical analysis, I 

ought to reconstruct and reinterpret the details given by our sources. For the present paper, 

not only I will have to deal with a written history, but a major part of the material is primarily 

oral, hence why I am obliged to mention several aspects of oral history and oral tradition. In 

oral history there exists an interplay between research - theory and practice - doing and 

interpreting.  These are meticulous issues to be kept in mind when using oral history 

analytical tools. Questions such as what is said, why is said, how is said and what it means 

will persist. Oral history is a research tool that despite the suffered criticism helps dealing 

with material that is primarily ethnographic. The fact that it brings various fields together 

(Abrams 2010, p.3), as it is also the case of current study, means it requires a flexible 

thinking. 
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Whilst some time back when oral history bloomed amongst scholars, there was inevitably 

rigorous criticism of its incapacity of testing or proving, it cannot be said this happens 

nowadays (Abrams 2010, p.5). The intertwining of fields allows for a theory or idea formed 

through a usage of oral history research tools to be tested. Worth mentioning is its natural 

subjectivity (Abrams 2010, p.6) that much like other existent analytic tools and 

methodologies, makes oral history limited. Oral narrative and oral sources do not contain 

clear literal information, but a multitude of cultural and ideological influences that need to be 

carefully identified. Our Romanian material however is poorer in ideological and socio-

political events around their time of writing than the Eddic poems, which as far as their 

existence and writing are concerned, they were written down at a time of powerful religious 

and political drives. This is a period of heavy Christian influence and political discomfort 

across Scandinavia. With the Norse material, the awareness of narratives must be higher.  

Thus, from 1980 onwards academics of oral history began to be careful and encourage the 

selection of interpretative frameworks from other disciplines (Abrams 2010, p. 8). Last point 

on oral history and oral tradition would be orality, for an emphasis will be placed on the 

performance of our sources. The issue of performance will provide valuable analysis of 

ethnographic materials that presumably preserve myths, traditions and history. It is a quality 

of oral history that many times can surpass expectations (Abrams 2010, p. 22). Finally, it is 

worth reminding the reader that oral tradition and oral history at times function differently, 

despite of sharing common grounds. 

 

Limitations 
 

Similar to any other study, limitations will exist. May they be theoretical or practical, 

limitations are something scholars and researchers have to come at terms with. In the 

following paragraph I shall lay out some limitation of the present thesis.  

One such limitation is linked to the origins of Romanian sources. Amongst scholars of this 

field, it is a known fact that much Romanian material contains socio-cultural heritage that 

pre-date the arrival of Christianity in the Mediterranean, going back as far as the Neolithic 

period. Official writings come from external Greco-Latin sources and at times these are 

embedded in subjective cultural influences of their writers. It has been possible to identify 

sole aspects of the pre-Christian cultures through archaeological, anthropological and textual 
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studies and I shall try make use of these when I will have to interpret the texts. Plainly 

speaking, where it is possible to use writings and theories to validate or invalidate the 

interpretations, this shall be done. 

Another matter that could be seen as a limitation is the length of the paper, meaning at times I 

will have to only mention in passing some ideas that would contribute to the overall subject. 

This might give the reader a feeling of reading scattered information, however to the best of 

my abilities I will strive to reduce these inconsistencies to a minimum. There are many 

interesting ideas that could have independent dedicated studies, reason why I expect this 

paper to function as a spring for similar studies in the future.  

Although this last point could be taken both as a limitation and as a strength of the essay, the 

Romanian sources will have to undergo a process of translation. As it is always the case, 

when translating a material similar with poems, some aspects of it might get lost in 

translation. On the other hand, there are few such translated versions of the Romanian magic 

chants and winter solstice carols, the present thesis attempting to expand the existence of 

such translated works. I will try my best to find viable translations and where this is not 

possible, I will provide one. Within the text I shall mention to whom the translation belongs 

(another author or myself). Furthermore, to encourage the reader to interact closer with the 

original text, I shall place in parallel both the original and the translation. As for the Eddic 

poems, they will be extracted from Carolyne Larrington’s (2014) translation of the Poetic 

Edda.  

 

Structure 
 

There will be three important chapters in which I will focus on the analysis, excluding 

introduction and conclusion. A proper introduction to the materials with which I will work 

will first be provided. 

Chapter I deals with a comparison between ways of transmission and performance will be 

done to understand how these could influence the flow of information contained within 

Scandinavian and Romanian materials. 

The second chapter is dedicated to an in-depth analysis. It is here where some of the main 

questions of the paper will be tackled. It is also in this chapter that I will attempt to trace back 
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the chain of information passed by the magic charms and winter solstice carols. Literary 

analysis paired with content analysis and other research tools will be predominantly used. An 

analysis of myths, ancient practices and cults that echo in the winter solstice carols will be 

done, followed by a comparison between old and modern Romanian magic charms. 

Furthermore, I will provide a lengthy discussion of two elements present in the narratives of 

magic charms and solstice carols in order to answer the main question of the present thesis. 

The third chapter will be solely dedicated to Christian influences. Here the aim is to explore 

and explain the influence suffered by both Norse and Romanian materials. In this manner I 

can expose various strata that contributed towards the survival and existence of the Romanian 

and Norse texts. Furthermore, I will outline briefly the Christian role in the preservation of 

the sources. Of great interest will be the attitude of the Church towards these two 

geographically different materials. A textual analysis will reveal the way worlds, rites and 

creeds changed. 

The paper will then conclude, drawing upon the chapters presented in order to answer the 

main questions and other inquiries related to scope, achievement and potentiality for similar 

studies.  

 

Introduction to the material 
 

In this part will provide answers to the following questions: What are colinde or descântece? 

How do they work? Do they belong to magic, religion or any other domain of the sacred? 

 

Hávamál, Völuspá, Skírnismál 
 

Hávamál, Völuspá, Skírnismál are three of the poems contained within the manuscript known 

as Codex Regius (CR). In 1643, CR came into the possession of Brynjólfur Sveinsson, bishop 

of Scálholt who attributed the Codex to Sæmundr Sigfússon (an attribution rejected by 

modern scholars); hence the manuscript is at times referred to as Sæmundr Edda. The poems 

contained within the codex are believed to come as result of their oral passage through 

centuries by singers and poets. In his Prose Edda, Snorri Sturluson relied extensively on 

Codex Regius, embedding its content within his writings.   
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As mentioned, the choice of the three Eddic poems is not random. Their content and oral 

character allows for a comparison with colinde and descântece. Their complex system of 

wisdom, mythology and socio-cultural information has been extensively researched by 

academics. Furthermore, the occurrences present within these Nordic texts are similar to the 

Romanian material at hand. Some words therefore ought to be dedicated to these poems 

before answering the above-mentioned questions. 

Völuspá is the first poem in the Codex Regius. It is one of the poems that presents both myths 

and the cosmogony of Old Norse Society. Written mostly in the form of a monologue spoken 

by a prophetess(völva), it is an Odinic poem quoted by Snorri in his Gylfaginning. In its 

content, the völva addresses to Oðinn providing him with a history of various mythological 

characters, the cosmogony of the Norse universe and its cohabitants, the Æsir–Vanir War 

(which leads to the creation of Heiðr that will teach mortal women the art of seiðr-witchcraft) 

and ultimately the fate of the world at Ragnarök. Völuspá displays both a cyclical and a 

linear time arrangement, which amongst others it makes the poem’s origin uncertain (Lindow 

2002, p. 40). A linear time arrangement is predominantly a feature of the Christian time 

scheme whilst the notion of cyclical time, consisting of a renewal of the world is typical to 

Pre-Christian cults (Eliade 1971). Before being written down, the poem was probably 

performed like any other skaldic poetry, sang with the accompaniment of a harp in mead halls 

(Lönnroth 2002, p. 23). Later, changes began to happen to its meter, word length and format 

due to the mythology contained being narrated in tales rather than performed through poetry 

(Lönnroth 2002, p. 23).  

Hávamál represents an interesting case of a poem consisting of clearly different parts. It can 

be imagined as a couple of poems united under the umbrella of a single name. The poem’s 

peculiarity spams from the fact that the various parts present different aspects of the Viking 

world. The first 80 stanzas consist of a set of maxims, a characteristic of gnomic poems. 

Following that, stanzas 81-110 speak of women and how Oðinn acquired the mead of poetry. 

The third part is called Loddfáfnismál (111-137) and once again we encounter gnomic poetry. 

This part is then followed by Rúnatal (138-145) or Enumeration of runes and how Oðinn 

acquired them and lastly Ljóðatal lasting from stanza 145 to the end, consisting of an 

enumeration of chants that the Allfather learned. Scholars believe that Hávamál’s parts were 

originally separate works unified by the fact that Oðinn speaks in most of them (Jakobsdóttir 

2002, p. 38), hence why there is a general consensus that the poem is the work of a late 12-

13th century redactor (Lindow 2002, p. 165). Nevertheless, it presents material relating 
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directly to paganism. Related to the origins of this text, John McKinnell (2007, pp 75-115) 

wrote an interesting article dismissing arguments that Hávamál might be totally Christian 

writing. The meter varies depending on parts especially in the last section where it seems that 

the meter adapts to the content. There is a specific meter in which skaldic poetry about magic 

chants and charms is composed, but this discussion will be left for later. It is an insightful 

poem Snorri cites in his narration of how the mead of poetry was acquired (Lindow 2002, p. 

72).  

Finally, the last chosen poem is Skírnismál (Sayings of Skírnir). The poem narrates the story 

of Skírnir, the servant of the Vanir god Freyr, who at the command of his master goes to woo 

the giantess Gerðr. Consisting mainly of a dialogue, the poem is predominantly written in 

ljóðaháttr most likely due to Skírnir extensive use of curses and chants in threatening the 

giantess (Harris 2002, p. 78) since the meter used is generally attributed to chants. Like the 

other two presented poems, Skírnismál was also quoted by Snorri in his Prose Edda, namely 

in Gylfaginning. The date of its creation is hard to establish, although scholars tend to agree 

on the fact that Snorri embed the poem in his Edda three centuries after Skírnismál was 

written down (Talbot 1982, p. 32). There are various elements within the poem that allude to 

fertility rites, reason for which scholars have considered the work a hieros gamos. Regarding 

the potency of displaying political interest of the times at which it was written, Steinsland’s 

(1991) work is worth mentioning, although Clunies Ross (2014) provided an outstanding 

critical response. Another interesting study of Skírnismál was done by Larrington (1992) 

from the perspective of gender interests in Old Norse. From the perspective of external 

influence and the origin of the Eddic poem, Franz Herschend (2018) had done a comparison 

between the narrative frame of the work belonging to the poet Venatius Fortunatus and the 

narrative frame of Skírnismál. Herschend shows striking similarities between an 

epithalamium poem belonging to the 6th century author and the Eddic poem, inquiring 

whether the latter was influenced entirely by the former. 

It is now time to introduce the Romanian material, beginning with a description of colinde.  

  

Colinde 
 

A rough translation of the Romanian term would be Christmas carols or winter solstice carols 

due to their performance during the Christmas holidays or their content related to the winter 
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solstice. The etymology of the word has generally been accepted as coming from the Latin 

calendae (first day of the month) or as an import from Slavic kolęda. However, whilst the 

latter Slavic term resembles similar traditions around winter in Slavic counterparts, an 

argument regarding the etymological roots of colinde would relate to an older Romanian 

version of the same word, cărinde, where consonant r was used, being later replaced by l and 

the diacritic vowel ă was replaced by the vowel o. Cărinde is similar in roots and form to the 

word cărindar (eng. Calendar) which has as etymologic root only the word calendae. Kolęda 

therefore could only later influence the original Romanian word (which came from Latin) by 

replacing the consonant r and the diacritic vowel ă. Interesting is that proto-Indo-European 

root of the Latin term meant to call, and a substantivized gerundive form of the word 

calendae meant the days which are called out (de Vaan 2008, p. 82). The latter meaning, that 

is to call days out, relates better with the performance and content of colinde as this paper 

will illustrate.  

In the preface of Poruciuc’s Prehistoric Roots of Romanian and Southeast European 

Traditions (2010), Miriam Robins mentions colinde “carry rich treasures of pre-Indo-

European as well as ancient Indo-European mythic and folkloric material”. The validity of 

this statement can be weighed against the argument that colinde is one of the only species of 

Romanian folklore whose pre-Christian origins are indisputable (Thede & Rosu 2016, p.198). 

Winter solstice carols are to be found at other Slavic populations, but after a certain period 

they started to become more and more specific to territories (Caraman 1983, p. 11).  Colinde 

are usually sang by groups of individuals going from one house to another where hosts 

usually repay their visit by giving them either food or wine (gifts). These groups go through a 

period of ritualistic preparation organized by a leader, a vătaf, usually an elder or a person 

that knows the rites very well. However, these phenomena are more complex. Depending on 

the type of solstice carols, various groups fulfil certain ritualic dances or theatrical 

performances. Par example, certain type of colinde are tied to the age and sex of the members 

of the group (they must be young, ready to marry males). The groups are going to every 

house where a young girl is ready for marriage and the young males invite her to a ritualic 

dance. Turca, Capra, Cerbul(the Stag)(these are names given to certain colinde) usually 

present such dance between ready to marry youngsters (Caraman 1983, p. 16). The dance is 

part of a bigger theatrical performance in the colinde of the Turca type, which in general fits 

into the typology of masked colinde.  Usually they consist of a performer wearing a 

zoomorphic mask re-enacting the life of a horned animal that is symbolically born, then 
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celebrated by dancing and drinking, culminating into its death (Ghinoiu 2003, p. 152). 

Scholars have advanced various interpretations amongst which, one worth mentioning is Pop 

Mihai (1980, p.8) which hold they not only correspond to fertility rites but serve as a symbol 

of sloughing, a letting go of the hardships of the previous year through a “ritualic cleansing”. 

There is a complex system of symbols and meanings that allows various taxonomies of the 

Romanian colinde. Such taxonomies could also be dependent on the time of the year when 

they are sung, for as Ion Ghinoiu (2003, p. 150) observes, they can also be performed when 

pre-Christian holidays accepted by the Orthodox calendar are celebrated, Rusalii on 31st of 

May par exemple. Another interesting example is the călusari, a group to whom few of those 

that sing colinde adhere after a period of initiation. The group of călusari provides aid 

through a complex ritual of dances, herbal remedies, sacrificial offerings and medical 

ailments, repelling the female iele/zâne(fairies) that might cause harm (Eliade 1985, p 225). 

There seems to be a strong connection between colinde and other holidays usually tied to 

magical domain and pre-Christian celebrations rather than to the Christian belief. Caraman 

argued only those interested in the subject of Christian mythology would benefit from an 

analysis of solstice carols (Caraman 1983, p. 12). The scholar gives no credit to their 

potential of containing traceable pre-Christian elements, being in contradiction with himself, 

for in another work he acknowledges the connection between colinde and the antique 

celebration of Lenaia, Saturnalia and Calendae Januarie (Caraman 1931, p. 29). Ion Ghinoiu 

(2003, p.152) following the lines of the latter statement from Caraman, attributed to the 

colinde which present zoomorphic elements and allude to fertility cults, the ancestral festival 

Lenaia, dedicated to Dionysus, where almost the same ritualic horned masks, dancing and 

singing was taking place, including the symbolical life and death of the horned protagonist.  

In the beginning many colinde have been ballads, songs that evolved from a tradition 

embedded in magic to an artistically elaborate form of tradition (Caraman 1983, p. 12), an 

easy to observe peculiarity if we take into consideration their poetic complexity. The 

appropriation to the magical world could also be explained through the notion that elements 

of folklore, especially in the Romanian context, exist in an interplay where some borrow from 

others, and usually it is folklore that preserves the magico-mythological system of pre-

Christian cults. Yet, as it is known, the arrival of Christianity in the South-East of Europe and 

its attitude towards the existent cults and practices at that time led to an assimilation of 

several aspects of the encountered beliefs and other times to a syncretism of ideas in the 

socio-mythologic system of folklore.  Eliade (1985, pp. 221-228) dedicated couple of pages 
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to this syncretism, emphasizing the originality of “cosmic Christianity” in South-Eastern 

Europe. The Christian elements in colinde are obvious, yet as it has been mentioned before, 

these elements are present only on the surface as layers, hence why both saints and mythical 

beings coexist within the same text (Thede & Roșu 2016, pp. 199-200). An example 

extracted from the ethnographic work of G. Dem Teodorescu (1885, p. 30) will better 

illustrate this argument: 

Icea, Doamne, ‘n ceste curți,                                                   Here, Lord, in these courts        
`n ceste curți, ceste domnii,                                                      in these courts, these lands 
Ler, Domne, Ler,                                                               Ler, Lord, Ler 
`n ceste `nalte `mparetii                                                            in these heavenly kingdoms 
născutu-mi-au,                                                                           Were born 
crescutu-mi-au                                                                           And raised 
crescutu-mi-au 9 meri.                                                             9 apple trees. 
La vârfusoru de 9 meri                                                             At the tip of these 9 [apple] trees 
adu-mi 9 lumânări.                                                               bring me 9 candles. 
De la 9 lumânări                                                                    From 9 candles 
pică-mi 9 picături,                                                                    drip [on me] 9 drops 
`er din 9 picături                                                                       and from 9 drops 
ruptu-mi-s-au,                                                                          emerge 
faptu-mi-s-au                                                                           create 
3 râuri,                                                                                       3 rivers 
3 pârâuri:                                                                                  3 creeks 
 […]                                                                                          […] 

 

In this example the scarce syncretism with Christian themes is obvious. The usage of the 

apple tree motif is transitionary, it plays a role for both Christian and pre-Christian cults. The 

apparition of the magical numbers 9, 3, and the usage of the word Ler is common in the 

majority of colinde, representing echoes of solar and other ancient cults. Their magico-

ritualistic aspects are therefore undeniable. The themes and performance allude to old cults 

and practices, hence their appurtenance to the magical realm.  

 

Descântece 
 

Descântec represents a magical practice with mythical echoes. It is the only folkloric element 

with a unitary spread across all Romanian regions (Duțu 2008, p. 12). The meaning of the 

word holds the essence of its functionality. The word is composed from the prefix “des” plus 

the word “cântec”. “Des” is usually placed in Romanian language before verbs in order to 

reverse their meaning i.e. a face=to do with the prefix des would form desface= to undo. The 

verb “a cânta” comes from Latin cantare meaning to sing, whilst the noun “cântec” in 

English song has the Latin root canticum (. The word “descântec” as explained by Romanian 

etymology means song that can heal or in rough translation exorcising song (Candrea & 
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Desusianu 1907, p. 54) and has as Latin root the word discantare (DEX 2016, p. 321). Its 

meaning is somehow intuitive from its construction. Yet a more permissive translation would 

be either magical charms or incantations since these terms lay close to the function of 

descântec.  

H.S. Versnell (2013, p. 3) in his essay ‘The poetics of the magical charm’ claimed that 

“words and deeds are often two complementary and inseparable parts of one ritualic process”. 

Similar to the magical charms that Versnell analyses, descântec is part of an entire rite 

through which an individual who’s been suddenly taken out of the right order of things is 

brought back by the actions and words of an enchanter (descântător) (Duțu 2008, p. 16). Part 

of a rite and having a formalised structure that allows for both a conservation and linguistical 

innovations, a descântec functions in a syncretism of two worlds, the sacred (where 

influences of good and bad forces come from) and the terrestrial, the profane where the 

patient and the enchanter reside (Duțu 2008, p. 15). Usually descântec is used when an evil 

force had intervened with the normal progression of an individual in his day to day life. The 

enchanter, through complex rites and usage of the magical chant attracts the influences of 

good forces whilst repelling the evil ones. An interplay of medicinal ritualic objects and 

usage of words that seem to work on a psychological level (calming and reassuring the 

patient) makes descântec a complex medical tool. Every aspect of the rite counts towards a 

full recovery. Vast knowledge of plants, human anatomy, and illnesses is required in order to 

be a good enchanter, which ultimately makes the practice of descântec hardly accessible to 

common folk (Duțu 2008, pp. 17-25). That is why magical charms are not passed down to 

anyone, they ought to either be inherited or “stolen”, the latter term referring to acquire by 

coming often into contact with the practice (Duțu 2008, p. 18). A scheme presenting the 

communication patient-enchanter, and the two worlds accessed through a descântec was 

created by Alexandru C. Duțu (2008, p. 14): 
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As it was the case with colinde, a descântec is influenced by other folkloric elements. It 

borrows various characters, themes from ballads, shepherd songs, doine, colinde, mythology 

etc, hence their potential as a preserver of tradition and history is considerable. Scholars have 

created an array of taxonomies based on their purpose and content. Therefore, there exist 

descântece for evil eye, for broken bones, for headaches, for protection against stealing one’s 

energy and fertility of the land, for marriage, for love and the list goes on. The one 

exemplified below is a fragment of a descântec which aims at healing the effects of iele/ 

zâne, female fairies whose power is highly respected by the Romanian common folk. There 

are hundreds of such descântece solely of this type. The text is extracted from I.P. Curșeu 

(2013, pp. 220):  

Nu știu ce l-o-mpresurat,                                          I don’t know what surrounded him, 

Nu știu ce l-o tâmpinat,                                            I don’t know what he encountered, 

Din casă iesin,                                                            Coming out if the house, 

Ori în drum mergân,                                                    Or walking down the road, 

Ori prânz prânzân,                                                     Or eating, 

Ori șină sinân,                                                          Or working, 

Ori apă bân,                                                                 Or drinking water, 

[…]                                                          […] 

Bunele vântului                                                            The wind fairies 

Cu relele pământului                                                    With earth’s evils, 

Cum l-o tâlnit                                                               As they met him 

De cap l-o tăunit,                                                        They mesmerized him, 

De ochi l-o orbit.                                                        They blinded him, 

I-o luat vederea,                                                           They took his sight, 
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I-o luat puterea,                                                          They took his power, 

[…]                                                         […] 

Da' ieșiți vantoaselor,                                                  But you come out windy ones, 

Ieșiți frumoaselor,                                                        You beautiful, 

Din muruna părului,                                                     From his hair, 

Din creerii capului,                                                     From his head, 

Din bolboasa ochilor                                                    From his eyes, 

Din crucile urechiilor,                                                From his ears, 

[…]                                                                   […] 

 

 

Perhaps the most interesting interaction is with Christianity. Whilst the church canons 

rejected the usage of magic chants, attributing them to the Devil, it attempted their annexation 

amongst the many methods of influence and conversion (Papadima 1968, p.408). Their 

survival was possible due to the attitude of the Orthodox Church and the respect of the 

population towards these. Although magic charms came under the umbrella of witchcraft the 

Church punished the practitioners by giving them canonical and moral duties i.e. pray many 

times, pour libations for Christ, visit the Church. Until modern days, those who knew how to 

practice the art of descântec enjoyed an elevated status in their communities (Curșeu 2013). 

The interaction between Christianity and this element of folklore went as far as the priests 

themselves believing in the power of such rites with many being accused of practicing it 

themselves (Cosma 2019, pp. 46-63).  

Levi-Strauss (1970, p. 56) held that rites and myths offer information on various perspectives 

of the world in certain time periods. It is easily observable magic charms have always been 

used in times of social tension, or when someone was in direct contact with problems from 

external or internal sources. The content within such texts, as analysed in chapter II, holds an 

entire socio-mythological system and medico-historical information that allows for a 

discovery of their source, working as a tool of reconstruction of old times. 

Chapter I 
 

In this part I will attempt an answer to the following posed questions: 

How are these performed? If we are to consider they are old, how did they survive so long 

within the folklore? What was their way of transmission? Additionally, this chapter will 

provide an answer to one of the main questions of the thesis: Could performance and orality 

alter the originality of the information within the two folkloric phenomena? 
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Orality and performance in Old Norse case studies 
 

In analysing oral poetry or oral tradition residing within folklore, questions regarding orality 

and performance are always prone to appear. A good understanding of oral material is 

dependent upon a good comprehension of the relationship between performance, text and oral 

tradition. A vast scholarly interest has been given to this relationship since the Parry/Lord 

theory was created in the 20th century with John Miles Foley taking it further. Throughout 

this last part several aspects in which the theory was applied for Norse material will be 

presented alongside a similar analysis of the Romanian material. Before beginning there are 

couple of aspects to be kept in mind. Firstly, performance is closely connected to how oral 

tradition is perceived and transcribed within a text. Not only it makes tradition perceptible, 

but it lies at the heart of an ensuing text that transcribes what the receiver (spectator/observer) 

perceives (Vasina 1985, pp. 33-34). This makes performance the most important stage in the 

life of oral tradition (Harris 2003, p. 97).  

Secondly, in performance, the relation performer-receptor(public) consists of creating and re-

enacting a certain time (Vasina 1985, p. 35). The importance of this relationship lies in its 

capacity to influence any type of oral text reproduced by the receptor, affecting the relevant 

information of the transcribed performance. Ultimately this leads to the creation of two types 

of sources, oral tradition and oral history, which in general present similar functions but act 

differently depending on the circumstances (Vasina 1985, p. 13).  

Thirdly, and perhaps the most viable argument for the present thesis is that when considering 

oral sources as containers of historical and traditional information, analysing performance 

from a freedom of expression perspective leads to a better understanding of how orality and 

performance affect the sources (Vasina 1985, p. 42). In general poetry is memorised out of 

necessity with variations being existent (Vasina 1985, p. 15). Yet when a performance lies at 

the base of a text, one must keep in mind that every such performing act is new but 

presupposes the prior knowledge of a story, action or whatever the narrative consists of 

(Vasina 1985, p. 35)  

It is certain that an Eddic poem in its incipient stage was not a piece of writing in a 

manuscript that one would read in privacy (Gunnell 2016, p. 92). These poems came about 

through oral tradition, sung or performed in mead halls and various other locations in front of 
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a public or at times in contests of knowledge. They originated and travelled primarily through 

the medium of sound, spoken and not in writing as it happened later once manuscripts such as 

Codex Regius were compiled. The performance of poetry in Old Norse society was not only a 

matter of demonstrating a performer’s artistic skill. It was a matter of confirming one’s social 

hierarchy and power within communities (Raudvere 2006, p. 296). Taking into consideration 

the features of oral tradition, every such performances and their reception could have 

influenced the content and the narratives of Hávamál, Skírnismál and Völuspá (Gunnell 2016, 

P. 93). Yet to be able to analyse and examine the versions closer to the original, it is 

necessary to attempt a reconstruction of the original context in which they were written 

(Gunnell 2016, p. 95). That is because with a written form of an oral poem, a process similar 

to translation takes place in its primary transcription. The environment, the actions, the 

relation performer-spectator would ultimately influence the receiver and the reproduction on 

paper of the oral tradition/poetry.  

Furthermore, the status and the circumstances of the author/scribe will have an influence on 

the written text and the content of the performed message (Vasina 1985, p. 42) as it can be 

seen in Snorri’s writings. The three Eddic poems are no exception for they too must have 

been transcribed by someone; par example Hávamál is considered by scholars to contain 

multiple poems put together by an author due to the appearance of Oðinn in most of them. 

Various approaches towards understanding the performance of the CR poems have been 

proposed. In asking the question of how we best understand Norse material Stephen A. 

Mitchell (2001 pp.168-202) proposed an appeal to what he calls “ethnography of speaking” 

or “performance studies”. There are instances when it is possible to observe poetry in 

performance as in the poem Þorgils saga ok Hafliða although various other examples exist. 

Other approaches to performance studies in Norse context follow a study of the content of 

Eddic poems. In analysing Grímnismál from a performance and contextual perspective, 

Gunnell (2016, pp.101-107) laboriously identifies pre-Christian aspects going as far as 

showing that performance would have changed in Iceland. The poem’s setup alludes at a 

performance in an aristocratic warrior hall outside Iceland, perhaps Sweden or Norway, 

where an older pantheon existed, different than the wide known Odinic pantheon. The poem 

therefore was different in performance and reception once it reached Iceland, ultimately 

having its historicity and tradition different than the original. 

In arguing for a type of performance of any of the three poems, there are multiple routes to 

take. Some of them were already mentioned. A different path follows the inquiry of whether 
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the Eddic poems were sung or recited. That the nature of an Eddic poem is closer to music 

than writing is no surprise (Gunnell 2016, p. 95).  

Ultimately, poems like Völuspá might have been composed for a rhythm, with a certain 

timing and sang on a certain tone. The Eddic poetry seems to resemble in several aspects the 

performance of ballads (Harris 2012, p. 160). Scholarly studies have shown that certain 

poems later transitioned into ballads (Harris 2012, pp. 163-167) yet decisive evidence still 

ought to be brought forward. Overall, the musicality of the Eddic verse is still a debate with 

many claiming that poems were not sung to music (Harris 1985, pp. 116) and others claiming 

their performance in a “half-singing” manner (Helgason 1975, p. 285). The analysis used by 

Harris following Dennis Tedlock ethnopaleographic method can shine some light on this 

musical aspect.  

By observing the continuity of some metrical forms, it can be identified whether in 

performance a poem was sung or chanted (Harris 2003, pp.5). Harris used 18th and 20th 

century studies on the continuity of certain meters and illustrated the close association of 

fornyrðislag with music. A poem such as Völuspá could easily fit here. The meter allows for 

enough space to play with words and furthermore its capacity to contain long narratives 

makes it more prone to be sung accompanied by a harp perhaps (Lönnroth 2002, p. 23). It is 

the transition to a written format that modified its performance and perhaps the text became 

wider, hence why instead of being sung the poem could have started to be narrated as a tale in 

the Conversion period (Lönnroth 2002, p. 23).  

Surprisingly few academics that have shown interest in the association of meter and type of 

performance of Eddic poems. Harris (2003, p. 102) mentions Jon Helgason and his 

observation regarding the connection meter-melody yet the number of papers written on this 

topic remains minimal. It seems almost common sense to look at the meter and attempt an 

analysis on epistemological grounds. One can simply imagine the Gnomic section of 

Hávamál would fit more into a speech type performance, in contests of knowledge and 

artistic skill. A taxonomy of the Eddic poetry could be done based on their primary meters, 

fornyrðislag such as Völuspá and ljóðaháttr such as Skírnismál and potentially Hávamál 

although the latter composition presents several other metrical forms (Gunnell 2016, p. 97).    

Poems like Skírnismál or Hávamál written in galdralag or ljóðaháttr were more prone to be 

chanted. Their performance would lie at the liminal space between rite and play (Schechner 

2013, pp. 79-80). The stanzas composed in the magic spell(galdralag) meter contain fewer 
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words, for their usage was practical, medical, working as aiders of re-establishing the 

equilibrium within the lives of individuals using them. This metrical form implies a ritualistic 

setup, a dialogue in first person between a recalled mythical being and 

listener/spectator/patient (Gunnell 2016, p. 98). In turn, this leads towards considering 

whether these poems of the direct dialogue type could be used to understand their original 

setup and performance, and ultimately identify the influences of their transcription (Gunnell 

2016, p. 99).  

On the other hand, the fornyrðislag meter holds a connection with musicality. The performer 

has more space in which words can be changed, excluded or included as so the performance 

can adapt to the surroundings. If the ethnopaleographic method mentioned above links meter 

continuity and musicality, the 21stcentury musicians had proven already that Völuspá can be 

performed through singing quite easily. There is an ongoing trend of reviving pagan religions 

as a result of a repressive collective reaction towards institutionalised faith. Einar Selvik with 

his Norwegian music group Wardruna, performed Völuspá on their 4th album called Skald. If 

history is bound to repeat, then small phenomena are bound by this repetition as well. Sang or 

chanted, the performing aspect of the Nordic poems shines some lights upon their historical 

and traditional content. In the transition from oral tradition to literacy the complex process of 

transcription that resulted from the performer-spectator interaction had definite implications 

on the three Eddic poems. Once these implications are identified and kept in mind, it is then 

possible to trace back aspects of Old Norse society and tradition in pre-Christian times.  

 

Parallel analysis of orality and performance in colinde and descântece 
 

Analysing the performance of colinde and descântece is a lesser task since they have survived 

until present day. It is therefore easier to understand how oral tradition and performance 

intervene in the flow of history and tradition within these two oral elements of folklore. The 

ethnopaleographic method mentioned above works better in this case for the material is 

contemporary, with texts potentially functioning as extensions or echoes of similar pre-

Christian folkloric elements. The socio-cultural conditions of Romania allowed for the 

existence of some folkloristic phenomena without major repulsion or influence from outside 

factors (Curșeu 2013). This means they remained primarily unchanged for a long period of 

time. 
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In performance, colinde are almost always sang, with few exceptions when throughout the 

rite of colindat the groups perform orations towards those visited. This depends on the type 

and content of colinde although the majority present some sort of orations at the end as 

exemplified in this fragment of a colind I collected in Pojogi-Cerna village, Romania where I 

participated at the rite of colindat:  

Bună dimineața la Moș Ajun!                                     Good morning to old man Christmas eve! 
Ne dați ori nu ne dați,                                                  You give us or you don’t, 
Ne dați ori nu ne dați,                                                   You gives us or you don’t, 
Ne dați, ne dați,                                                            You do, you do, 
[...]                                                            […] 
 
La anul și la mulți ani!                                                 ‘Till next year and to many others! 
 

The first line represents the chorus and is repeated by the group throughout the performance 

two times as an oration to the host. The last part is entirely orated to the host, being part of 

the colind and not a polite addition by the group of performers. Until this last part is 

pronounced loud and clear the host will not offer any gifts. 

Just like Eddic poems, in performance, the winter solstice carols find themselves at the 

liminal space between rite and play. Evolving from magic into an artistic form (Caraman 

1983, p. 12) they preserved certain degrees of cosmogonic plays and celebrations. Their 

performance is part of a larger rite, which accentuates their magico-mythical aspects. The 

ritual consisting of careful planning, rehearsal of the carols under the umbrella of an elder 

well acquainted with the carols’ text and their precise performance allowed only few 

influences. Ethnographers transcribing such material are directly encountering oral tradition 

which although not as strong as it used to be, still provides with enough comparable data. 

This way new versions of the same colind can be compared with older versions or with the 

celebrations residing at their origins in order to produce general frames of analysis. It is 

therefore much easier to apply Tedlock’s (1983) ethnopaleographic method and argue for 

historical potential within their narrative since there are both contemporary practitioners and 

practices. 

Additionally, there is chronological proximity to the language of the older versions of a 

colind which satisfies the other requirement of ethnopaleography. If ethnopaleography 

reaches its limits, it is possible to logically argue on their historicity from the perspective of 

the strict requirements in performing and passing the tradition over to the next generation. To 

perform a colind means to participate at a rebalancing of the cosmos (Oisteanu 2013, p. 22) 

where both the performers and the hosts(receptors) participate in a cosmogonic act, an eternal 
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return to an equilibrium to speak in Eliade’s terms. One of the pillar rules of colinde rite is 

the need for them to be performed, otherwise evil spirits will roam the earth. It is the whole 

ritual that keeps devils at bay throughout the winter solstice holiday (Oisteanu 2013, p. 22). 

Oral tradition had come a long way in Romania. Nowadays every settlement usually has a 

school in which literacy is taught to pupils. However, until the late 1950’s there were many 

rural areas in which an educational institution was non-existent. The Orthodox Church was 

the only propagator of education in villages. They were also the locus point of literary 

activities with priests being hired to become scribes or communicators with the members of 

the village in which they profess by municipalities who make people understand laws and 

decrees given (Avram 2016, pp. 2-3). With the exception of rulers and feudal boyars, the 

monks and priests were the only ones coquetting with literature and literacy. With this being 

the case, the only way in which the population would pass on tradition and history was 

through various mnemonic devices within oral tradition. It is also one of the reasons for 

which folklore contains historical, traditional, mythological information. In a society 

dependent on oral tradition, such mnemonic tools (like colinde or descântece) were 

extensively prone to be used. It is possible to observe the tight connection between the 

features of the oral tradition of colinde and their necessary preservation of details in 

performance. The appointment of the most knowledgeable elder for their organisation is a 

reiteration of the spirit of preservation of a phenomenon that is monumental within the annual 

life of the community.  

Roderick Beaton (1986, 110-133) in an analysis of the oral tradition in Greece clearly 

explains the criteria of the widely known oral-formulaic theory: an oral poetic text is 

composed of formulas and a finite range of combined themes; the analysed text survived only 

in oral form until present days, inexistent outside performance; the text was not composed 

and transmitted by a specialist/professional. Applying the theory to the present Romanian 

magic charms there are a couple of questions to which an answer can be found: Are these 

folkloric elements improvised on spot or memorised? How do the receptors experience them, 

in writing or through oral mediums? Is the way they are performed affecting their content, 

context and continuity? Would it be possible to speak of the same phenomena surviving 

across a longer period of time? 

A descântec fits almost perfectly in the oral-formulaic criteria. Firstly, it has survived until 

present times in oral traditions. To acquire the knowledge of the magic chants one must learn 
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them by means of ‘stealing’ or through a discreet initiation. This did not allow for any textual 

transcription or existence in writing from a performer. The work of ethnographers is a 

different matter, for an enchanter will never consult such books in practice. The knowledge 

comes as a result of mnemonic exercise and multiple visits to one knowing the art of 

descântece. The discretion around the techniques of the rite, paired with the social position of 

the enchanters, created an ambiguous attitude of fear and respect that discouraged a potential 

non-academic transcription.  

Secondly, a high number of taxonomies done by scholars show a large but finite number of 

themes used. Artur Gorovei (1931) classifies the descântec based on two criteria: one formal 

and one functional. The former is not as important for the present argument whilst in the 

latter, the scholar organises them based on the affection treated. I-A. Candrea (1999) reduces 

the number of affections giving more clear and straightforward categories based on the 

human body area that is harmed and introduces new groups outside the medical sphere which 

until that point was never done. New categories based on agents of evil that inflicted the 

harm, objects used in the rite, time and space, formulas and themes, etc have been added in 

the recent years (Curșeu 2013, p. 284) 

Thirdly and the last criteria is ambiguously fulfilled. A performer of magic charms is not a 

professional minstrel. In any case, due to the magical nature of descântece and the healing or 

malevolent (at times) role they play, the enchanters enjoy the social categorization of skilful 

and respected community members. In communities the enchanter is almost every time 

having the aura of a knowledgeable, respected individual, yet the enchanter does not utilise 

his craft in order to obtain monetary gain. A descântec is used primarily when a person is 

taken out of the normal flow of life, functioning as a medico-spiritual tool. An interesting 

aspect related to the performance and creation of descântec is that it allows for a varied 

repertoire of elements to be used in its narrative. However, the text is never improvised but 

memorised. As aforementioned, a perpetual interaction with the rite allows for a ‘stealing’ of 

it, that is, the initiated learns by continuous contact with the rite. Both the enchanter and the 

patient know too well that if the required rite is not done step by step, then the result will be 

unsatisfactory. In a way it is similar to witchcraft or necromancy, with emphasis being put on 

a-la-carte performance. Connected to performance is also the variation in themes and 

elements in the narrative. When a patient visits the enchanter, he or she might already know 

the problem, this information is then passed onto the enchanter which in turn modifies the 
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oral text, tailoring it to fit the patient in question. The presence of certain phrases where a 

name is to be inserted better exemplifies this:  

 

Eși, bubă,                                                                                       Come out, sores, 
De la [numele bolnavului]                                                                     From [patient’s name] 
Din dinți,                                                                                                From the teeth, 
Din măsele,                                                                     From the teeth 
Din urechi,                                                                                             From the ears, 
[…]                                                                                                         […] 

 

(Extracted from Teodorescu G. Dem. (1885, p. 358)) 

Another variable that affects the performative process is the region in which is practiced. 

Certain regions have different dialects, words or elements not encountered anywhere else, 

which is to be seen best if two descântece of the same illness are to be put together. The 

narrative structure and the main themes however remain the same, with existing variations 

tied only to locations.  

The Romanian material presents similarities with the Eddic poems when various aspects of 

oral tradition and performance are paralleled. The meter, if we can call it so, of descântece is 

never the same with the one of colinde. The former is usually composed in a meter peculiarly 

similar to galdralag or ljóðaháttr. The ritualistic side of a descântec, the first-person dialogue 

between enchanter and forces outside the profane are almost identical with what was 

discussed on the Ljóðatal section of Hávamál and with Skírnismál. The implied parallelism in 

a descântec is present at every level. Par exemple a narrative can imply parallelism between 

the patient and a healthy tree or between the agent of evil and its exile. An almost identical 

technique of parallelism is found in Skírnismál stanza 28: 

 

May you become a spectacle when you come out; 
May Hrimnir glare at you, may everything stare at you, 
Better known may you be than the watchmen among the gods 
May you gape through the bars! 

  

      

 

Winter solstice carols present similarities with the Eddic poems, especially Völuspá or in 

general with compositions written in fornyrðislag.  Not so much in alliterations but in 

narratives, similar to the reiteration of mythical past in Eddic material, the colinde re-enact a 

cosmogonic time or historical past. The association of the Eddic meter with singing as 
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performance method is best exemplified in colinde for as it was mentioned their performative 

process consists primarily of singing.  

Pairing the ethnopaleographic with oral-formulaic theory, it is possible to draw some 

conclusions regarding the interaction performance-orality-history-tradition in the Romanian 

context. From a performance aspect it is possible to argue for limited modifications of the 

content of magic charms and colinde. As exemplified above, the requirements of passing 

them to the next generation paired with a ritual conduit that solicits the reassurance of the 

most knowledgeable individual ensured perpetuity through decades. A descântec holds best 

as an example of strict passage and usage of mnemonic tools by an initiate in acquiring such 

practice. If the performance did not suffer major changes then we can find similar traits in 

both the modern phenomena and their origins, as exemplified in the rite of masked winter 

solstice carols and their tight resemblance of the Dionysiac celebrations and Roman 

Saturnalia. The Norse materials showed how through ethnopaleography, an attempt of 

reconstruction could explain continuity in performance. The oral-formulaic theory is present 

in almost any performance-related discussion of the Eddic poetry in pre-literacy Scandinavia. 

The correlations meter-melody and meter-content are better understood when taking into 

consideration colinde and descântece and their similarities with the Eddic material. In 

attempts to understand better Eddic compositions scholars did an extensive analysis of the 

oral tradition and performance. In a similar manner the process of analysis was attempted in 

the Romanian material to get a better understanding of their perpetuity, historical potential 

and tradition. The process of transition and transcription, the interactions performer-receiver, 

the influential elements (ideological, social, spatial and temporal etc), are better understood 

through a study of oral tradition and performance. Both Romanian material and the Eddic 

poem presented similar pattern content and context-wise in the analysis of their influence. 

This chapter had therefore provide an answer to the question asked in its beginning: Could 

performance and orality alter the originality of the information within the two folkloric 

phenomena? The applicability of Norse performance analysis on the Romanian material had 

shown that performance and orality did not affect the flow of information almost at all, 

maintaining its originality and made it possible to observe that their performance stood 

consistent throughout time.  It is now time to move onto other aspects of the historical 

potential of colinde and descântece. 
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IIChapter  
 

In this chapter I will attempt an analysis of the historical potential and the traditions found in 

the narratives of colinde and descântece, an analysis which in turn will answer the following 

main questions: Is it possible to speak of the magic charms and winter solstice carols as 

propagators of tradition and history? If so, can we identify the cults, traditions and practices 

which have survived in the narratives of these folkloric phenomena and trace these back to 

their origins? By identifying archetypal myths, echoes of ancient celebrations and cultic 

practices and by comparing ancient and modern aspects of the same phenomenon I will be 

able to locate with more precision some of the information preserved within colinde and 

descântece.  

 

Archetypal myths 
 

 In one colind we find the narrative of a stag (a horned animal with fertile implications) that 

suffers a symbolical death if hunted down by a hunter: 

-Lin, mai lin,                                               Smooth [lin], and smoother 
Cerbe stretin,                                              Stretin (is untranslatable since is an archaic word) 

stag, 
C-am trei frați                                             For three brothers I do have 
La curte dați                                                At the royal courts 
Și la curte                                                    Whilst in there 
‘Nvață multe.                                               Plenty they learn. 
Cîteșitrei                                                      All three 
Sunt vânători                                               Are hunters 
De șoimei                                                    Hawk hunters 
Asmuțitori.                                                  With whetting hawks.                   
Ei pre tine                                               If they  
Te-or vedea,                                               Spot you, 
După mine                                                  For me 
Or alerga.                                                    They’ll come  
Cu șoimeii                                                  Their hawks 
Te-or goni,                                                Will chase you, 
C-ogareii                                                   Their hounds 
Te-or sili,                                                  will  compel you, 
Cu suliți                                                    with spears 
Te-or împodobi. […]                                they’ll adorn you. […] 
C’ai mei frați,                                           For my brothers, 
De te-or vedea,                                         If they spot you, 
O să-mi facă                                            
Nuntiță                                                    Wedding they’ll arrange for me 
Cu sărmana                                             from your hapless 
Carnea ta […]                                         Meat […] 
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(Extracted from Poruciuc (2017, pp. 84-85)) 

The colind continues with a presentation of the disembodiment of the animal: its bones will 

become the wooden frame of the girl’s house, its skin will become the roof covering, its 

blood the house paint, its hoofs will become drinking cups, its head will be cooked for a feast 

and its skull will be used as an ornament for the gates (Poruciuc 2017, p. 85). The narrative 

consists of a reiteration of the cosmogonic act, the creation of the world from the body of the 

slain stag is a reminiscence of the archetypal cosmogonic myth existent in various cultures. 

The cosmogonic myth envisaged in the narrative of colinde does not extend to the whole 

cosmos, or more specific to a macrocosm. In terms of Eliade’s (1971) notion of a centre, a 

house is built from the body of the animal. An example of a cosmogonic myth from the 

Mediterranean is the Uranic myth, in which the titan’s body, once slain, gave the raw matter 

from which Earth, stars, gods and humans are created. As a side note, the Viking world had a 

similar if not the same myth, for it is from the body of the giant Ymir that the cosmos and its 

inhabitants are born. 

If paired with the arrival of a New Year, the narrative of some colinde that re-enact the 

cosmogonic myth fit perfectly into rites and cyclical time frames specific to a variety of pre-

Christian beliefs. The centre of the Universe symbolized as a microcosm by the house, is 

created through a sacrifice of the caught stag. 

In passing, I will mention another archetypal myth present in colinde, the great flood, which 

we find in various cultures i.e Gilgamesh Epopee, Noah’s flood etc. Poruciuc (2017, p. 106) 

makes some thought-provoking observations regarding its usage in colind. He claims that in 

the majority of colinde whose narrative evolves around the great flood, or the archetypal 

diluvial myth, there are a series of verbs that describe not the movement of the water 

succumbing the earth but rather that of tectonic plates moving. He goes on by claiming that 

Romanian colind presenting the diluvial myth could not have been influenced by Christian 

elements, for the narrative does not allude to the sins of man as reason for the flood (as a 

punishment) meaning their archaicity pre-dates the arrival of Christianity in the 

Mediterranean (Poruciuc 2017, p. 107). 

 One other myth that I would like to focus on in the present paper is the Dionysiac myth (and 

its older versions). Dionysus’ myth and the association with death and rebirth finds long 

lasting echoes in the Romanian winter solstice carols. The plenitude of colinde that contain 
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the motif “bull and girl” allude to the same nuptial rite between Dionysus and Demeter, or 

between Maenads and the horned Thracian God. Poruciuc (2017, pp. 80-81) identifies this 

motif, giving one example in which, we notice Orphic-Dionysiac echoes: 

Lin,                                                                                               Smooth [lin]                                               
Mai lin,                                                                                         And smoother 
Marea-i venită,                                                                             The sea’s come, 
Că-i de vânturi ocolită.                                                                As winds go around it. 
Dar pe mare ce-mi aduce?                                                           What does the sea carry along? 
Plavii și mălini                                                                             Drift wood and bird cherries, 
Și brazi cu cetini.                                                                         And firs with green twigs. 
Printre brazi,                                                                              Among firs, 
Printre mălini                                                                        Among bird cherries 
‘Noată, înoată,                                                                      Swims and swims, 
Buhur’ noată,                                                                        A wild bull [buhur] 
Iar pe apă                                                                              And he keeps his horns 
Coarne-și poartă…                                                               High above the water[…] 
La virfșor,                                                                            At the tip, 
De cornișor                                                                          Of his horn 
Leagănă-se-un legănel.                                                        There swings a little swing, 
Dar în leagăn cine sta?                                                         Whoever sits in the swing? 
Sta Mița,                                                                              There sits Mița, 
Răposata                                                                              The dead one, 
Și cosea,                                                                               And she sews,  
Și se bocea,                                                                          And she weeps[…] 
Și din gur’ așa grăia: 
-Printre brazi, printre mălini, 
Printre dalbe unde lini, 
Înoată-și, 
Înoată-și, 
Buhur ‘noată-și… 
-Hai, grăbește, 
Te gătește… 
-Buhurele,                                                                           Little bull, 
Buhurele,                                                                            Little bull, 
Mai încet cu-notătura,                                                        Make your swimming smoother, 
Că să nu-mi stric cusătura,                                                 Lest you spoil my sewing, 
Căci am frați                                                                    For I have brothers         
La curte dați                                                                    Sent to the Court, 
Veri primary,                                                                  And I have cousins, 
Tot vameși mari!                                                            Who are great publicans [vameși 

mari] 
Buhurele,                                                                        Little bull, 
Buhurele…                                                                     Little bull, 
Azi portiță ți s-anchis                                                    Today the gate’s shut on you, 
Și pe tine că te-a prins!...                                               And you’ve been caught! 

 

(The examples are taken from the Romanian and English version of the same book by Poruciuc 

(2017). The space in the text above marks the absence of translation in the author’s version.) 
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Romanian magical thinking is consistent in echoing the similar association of the Horned 

God with marriage and fertility. One example is the day of Basil of Caesarea, when young 

males and females visit a sleeping ox. They then gently hit it with the leg saying: hi, estimp, 

hi la doi ani, hi la trei ani!hi…( hi, estimp, hi to two years, hi to three years! hi…) (Ciaușanu 

2014, p. 236) and depending on how many counts the ox needs to wake-up or get up, that’s 

the amount of years required for them to get married. (Ciaușanu 2014, p. 236). Even more 

intricate is the association of water, ox and young girl, a relationship in close connection with 

the myth of Dionysus as we see in the above cited colind. We find in Euripides (Bacch. 940) 

Dionysus as a man with horns and bull characteristics: 

PENTHEUS: Fancy that! I seem to see two suns, 
         two images of seven-gated Thebes. 
         And you look like a bull leading me out here,                        
         with those horns growing from your head. 
         Were you once upon a time a beast? 
         It's certain now you've changed into a bull.  

 

Its association with the ox is consistent through most legends and myths that have the deity as 

a character. In a variety of myths of his provenance or birth, Dionysus is either raised by 

water nymphs or is seen descending or coming out of the sea. Another legend relates to him 

cursing sailors that did not know his power, turning them into dolphins. From a symbolical 

aspect, Dionysus has been associated with both life and death (the times he was celebrated 

are consistent with this dualism). Furthermore, as Eliade had shown, water is the place where 

death and birth unite to complete a cyclical timeframe. The nuptial elements associated with 

his fertile cult are known as general traits of the deity and I will discuss them later in this 

chapter. The aspects of the Dionysiac myth find reverberations in the Romanian colind, 

especially when they are related to certain types of winter solstice carols, which in turn 

present characters and intricate relations with strong Dionysiac echoes. 

In his 1983 study of the colind, Caraman held that across three different countries (Romania, 

Bulgaria and Ukraine) there exists a predominant usage of bread as paraphernalia for such 

rites. There is something even more peculiar which seemed to have escaped the analysis of 

the scholar. In relation to nuptial rites and the cycle of life and death, there exists a 

widespread practice of having a ceremonial round bread (identical with the one given as a gift 

in the colinde rites) both at funerals and marriage in several parts of the Southern Romanian 

Region (with a focus on Oltenia region). In both instances the ritual of giving the round bread 

as gift followed by its immediate consumption is rarely omitted. This might lead to a general 

presupposition that at one point the bread was part of one rite that involved life, death, 
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fertility and nuptial elements, which we find congregated best in the Dionysiac myth. Certain 

archaic winter solstice carols from Greece are dedicated to St. Basil and his intricate staff. 

These carols are sung first, before the groups sing any other carols. Caraman argues this 

specific carol is something typically Greek but he does not mention why, forgetting in fact 

the parallels of St. Basil and Dionysus, which is at best seen when one analyses the same 

saint in Romanian descântec and colind. The saint in question appears particularly in those 

narratives that hace nuptial, fertile echoes. The staff itself as we shall see later in the sub-

chapter dedicated to animals, has strong reverberation of a Dionysiac cult.  

 In passing, I will also mention the fertile connotation of the ox in relation to magical 

practices especially in love charms. The practitioner rubs himself with the fat of an ox whose 

death was brought about by bloating whilst chanting a descântec to seduce a person 

(Ciaușanu 2014, p. 257). 

 

Celebrations and cults 
 

Myths are not the only archaic elements this folkloric phenomenon presents. Preserved in 

their narrative are echoes of great celebrations (tied to agrarian rites, renewals and fertility 

cults) from antiquity which I will try to uncover in the next paragraphs. This way the 

preserving character of colind in relation to history and tradition can be better understood. 

Caraman (1983) maintains that the colinde of the Turca type (masked) present almost 

identical rites with the old celebrations of the Roman Saturnalia. This was perhaps the 

biggest celebration of its time, where, similarly to the narrative of the masked colinde, a king 

of the celebration was elected which was given unlimited powers, culminating with his 

sacrifice at the end of the event. For a period of roughly one month, the elected king enjoyed 

privileges of the emperor, going as far as being allowed to engage into extra-marital 

endeavours with the queen of the ruler (Caraman 1983, p.335). In the rite of the masked 

colinde (Turca, Capra (the goat), Cerbul (the stag)) the masked protagonist is seen enjoying 

the same liberties (symbolically) of the Saturnalian king: dances, bites, becomes untameable, 

drinks, lures young girls into a ritualic dance which culminates a symbolic death through a 

sacrifice of the protagonist. Interesting to note is that part of the rite involves a burial of the 

costume in a liminal space, usually at the border of the village. 
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Proposed by Caraman to be close to the overall winter solstice rites are the Calendae 

Januarie. The practices during this period of celebration consisted of giving gifts, visiting 

other houses and performing orations for the New Year (Caraman 1983, p. 337). In his study 

the scholar identifies a discrepancy both in the text and the ritualic enaction, between a colind 

and the orations given, placing the latter at the origins of the studied colinde (Caraman 1983, 

p.361). Originally, orations for wealth and wellbeing had magical connotations, being part of 

the domain of magic. When these were spoken, they were coupled with ritualic actions such 

as throwing wheat or barley seeds on the hosts, which betrays the agrarian character of these 

celebrations during the winter period (Caraman 1983, p. 362-364). An oratory spell practiced 

during Calendae celebrations seemed to have survived until today as a colind practiced at the 

beginning of January, on the first day of the month in both Romania and Bulgaria. In its old 

form, the rite was as follows: armed with a laurel or palm branch to which small gifts were 

attached, the Romans would visit their friends or family house where, whilst whishing 

wealth, health and a fertile Year, they would gently hit the hosts with these branches. At the 

end, when the oration was finished, the gifts tied to the branches were given to the hosts. 

(Caraman 1983, p. 365). The oration kept its form almost entirely in the Romanian colind 

called Sorcova. Armed with a branch ornated with colourful decorations, on first of January 

children start visiting every house in their communities, where they recite the colind whilst 

gently hitting the hosts with the branches, wishing them a fertile New Year and good health: 

Sorcova, vesela,                                                   Sorcova, the happy one, 
Peste vară, primavară,                                         Over summer, over spring, 
Să-nfloriți, să mărgăriți,                                      May you bloom, may you sprout, 
Ca un măr, ca un par,                                          As an apple tree, as a pear tree, 
Ca un fir de trandafir,                                          As a rose, 
Tare ca piatra,                                                      Hard as stone, 
Iute ca săgeata,                                                     Fast like arrow, 
Tare ca fierul,                                                       Hard like iron, 
Iute ca oțelul!                                                       Fast as the steel! 
La anul și la mulți ani!                                         To the New Year and to many more! 

 

(Extracted from Caraman (1983, p. 368)) 

Before proceeding to an analysis of the magic charms, I will dedicate a short paragraph to 

certain colinde whose motifs seem to have as their incipient stage fertility and agrarian cults. 

Potentially linked to fertility cults are colinde in which the host is informed by a group of 

individuals or by other beings that the animals within his yard/farm all gave birth:  

Deschide, boierule, locuința,                                Open, ye lord, your house 
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Că ți-a venit, boierule, un cuc                               For, ye lord, a cuckoo came 

Și s-a așezat sus pe pervazul ferestrei,                 Sitting on the window sill 

A zis cucu, boierule, și-a ciripit:                          And the cuckoo, ye lord, saith, he chirped 

-Gospodar, ieși din casă,                                      Hardworking man, come out of the house, 

Ieși din casă, oaspeți ți-au venit,                          Come out, your guests arrived, 

Vacile s-au așezat,                                                Cows are resting, 

Viței mândri ți-au fătat!                                        Proud calves they gave birth to! 

Gospodare… Oile toate ți-au fătat,                      Hardworking man… All ye sheep gave birth, 

Ți-au fătat miei, boierule,                                    Gave births to lambs, ye lord, 

Cu lână de aur, bălăiori, lâna lor e că mătasea!   With golden wool, blonde, their wool like silk! 

Gospodare, Iepele că ți-au fătat                           Hard-working man, your mares gave birth 

[…]                                                                       […] 

  

(Extracted from Caraman (1983, p. 28)) 

This type of colinde where wealth and fertility are displayed by showing all the animals in a 

farm giving birth are widespread amongst Romanian territories, but they are also encountered 

in Bulgaria and Ukraine. This leads to two potential presuppositions. In their incipient stages 

they were performed at large celebration of annual renewal or they are remnants of orations 

performed in celebrations with strong fertile and agrarian suggestions. The matter however is 

still open for debate. 

Another intricate motif present in colind is the young man and his heroic horse. In Bulgaria 

the young man sends his horse in a competition with the Sun. The horse wins the race and as 

a prize the Sun’s sister marries its master (Caraman 1983, p. 36). We find the same motif in 

Romania, yet here the young lad is attacking a castle, he is bribed with riches, but only stops 

his attack if he is given a girl to marry (Caraman 1983, pp. 37-38). Interesting to observe are 

the nuptial or marital implications of colinde where the young man primarily looks for a girl 

to marry, especially after coming out as a winner from some sort of initiation. Some of these 

winter solstice carols present the young man with three future partners or lovers, element 

which seems to predate the classic Christian monogamy. The colinde de fată mare (for ready 

to marry girl) also allude to marital rites. Here the motifs orbit around a young girl, her 

beauty and skill being envisaged throughout the text. Furthermore, these colinde give away 

the traits a girl is supposed to have in order to marry. She is supposed to know how to sew, 

sing and be clever. She is depicted at times being wooed by multiple men, from which she 

chooses only the one who embodies the epitome of an ideal husband, usually the son of a 

king. Once again marital endeavours are at play throughout the narrative. It is indeed a 

herculean task to try pinpoint with exact precision from whence specific cults these narratives 
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were inherited, but generally their marital character and their archaic nature are a sign of 

incipient creeds specific to fertile cults.   

Lastly, some quick words on the cult of the dead and agrarian cults would serve as an end for 

the analysis of colinde from the perspective of myths and cults. Once again, it is Caraman to 

which I turn and his identification of the strong connection between Christmas and the cult of 

the dead at Slavs. Despite making the connection, the author cannot find any viable origin for 

it. In the carols called zorii (the dawn) existent primarily in Oltenia region of Romania, the 

cult of the dead plays a big part of the narrative (Caraman 1983, pp. 194-196). I will provide 

later a discussion on why the dead are associated with Christmas especially in Oltenia yet for 

now I contend to mention the second day of Anthesteria associated with the god Dionysus. 

As for the agrarian cults, Romania presents a variety of agrarian colinde, in part due to its 

predominant agricultural lifestyle until early 20th century. One such example is a colind, 

agrarian par excellence called Plugușorul (The little plough). Its text is of high proportions 

hence why I content to mention the rite only in passing. What I will however mention is that 

this colind sits in a typology of its own, with few differences across Romania and it is 

uniformly performed between 25th and 30th of December, before the arrival of New Year. The 

groups, equipped with bells, a special instrument called buhai that produces the sounds of a 

bull, with a whip and a plough, go from house to house and bless the hosts with fertility of 

lands whilst announcing them the New Year.  

 

Descântece. Old and New 
 

In this subchapter I would like to provide a lengthy discussion on the Romanian descântece 

and their antique versions in the hope that, by observing the characteristics of their 

survivability throughout time until present form, I will be able to generally conclude whether 

major changes took place. If the analysis proves the Romanian magic charms stood consistent 

in narratives, themes, motifs and performance since antiquity (at least), then this would in 

turn provide a reassurance on the further analysis in this chapter. Overall, the hypothesis 

would be that if the changes were minimal, then the Romanian descântec is indeed a good 

preserver of tradition and history.  

The notion of magic charms was well known in antiquity. Practiced by both common folk 

and professionals (by professionals I mean those who dedicated their lives in pursuit of magic 
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rites and practices), the magical charms could bring fortune or doom, subdue, love and fulfil 

one’s desires. Thinkers and learned men in antiquity long looked upon magic charms, fearing, 

dismissing or giving them credibility. Amongst such characters one could count Plato, 

Augustin, Plotinus or Apuleius (Graf 2002, p. 93). At the times when Plotinus was alive, the 

great thinker figured out magic spells had much to owe to their performance. Intonation, 

melody, and ‘posture’ were and still are amongst the main characteristics of magical charms, 

elements that we find predominantly discussed in relation to their performance (Graf 2002, 

p.102). Other scholars from antiquity tell us of the strong creed in magical charms, which led 

to a recording of these in writings, obviously with their own commentary on their viability. 

One such example, perhaps widely known, is Pliny the Elder who in his Natural History 

provides personal comments and people’s views on these charms. We know from him that 

Romans were legally disagreeing with the use of charms (Plin. Nat. 28. 4). In one (28.4.) 

passage the author cites one law of the Twelve Tables where charms for a bounty harvest of 

crops were prohibited: Qui fruges exacantassit/ Qui malum carmen incantassit. 

Unfortunately, Pliny does not provide with the charm itself. What it can be inferred however 

is that if the matter in question was denied by law, then it must have had an extended usage 

which in turn leads to the presupposition that population had a strong belief in their potency. 

There exists an entire typology of descântece for crops which involves taking the fertility 

from someone’s land and transfer it to one’s own. There is also a plenitude of magical charms 

against this practice in Romania. In Pliny’s work, the charms for fertility of crops are not the 

only ones mentioned. We find that the scholar gives a taxonomy of charms against 

hailstorms, various diseases and burns, yet once again he does not provide with the actual 

text. Several similar typologies of descântec created by Romanian scholars exist, amongst 

which to quote one is Gh. Dem. Teodorescu (1885).  

De medicamentis liber, a work attributed to Marcellus Empiricus of Bordeaux (known 

sometimes as Marcellus Burdigalensis), the magister officiorum of Theodosius I, gives us in 

4th to 5th century a variety of magic charms. I-A. Candrea (1999, p. 17) compares two charms 

for the same affliction, one from Marcellus’ work and one from the Southern part of 

Romania, Oltenia region: 

Pastores te invenerunt,               Ciobănașii te aflară,          The shepherds found you 
Sine manibus collegerunt,          Fără mâini te prinseră,     With no hands they caught you      
Sine foco coxerunt,                    Fără foc te fripseră,           With no fire they cooked you 
Sine dentibus comederunt          Fără gură te mâncară        With no mouth they ate you 
(The Latin original)            (The Romanian original)        (My translation) 
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The two charms are in a remarkable resemblance as we can observe. At every level 

(narrative, words, aim) the Romanian and Latin charm seem to mirror each other perfectly. 

Certainly, the charm survived through time in the same form, idea supported by the fact that 

the southern part of Romania was most exposed to the Romanization process. 

By far the richest compendium of magical charms is comprised in the Greek Magical Papyri, 

a 2nd century-dated body of papyri with an interesting history behind. For those interested in 

the history of this work, the preface of the translated version used in the present study should 

be a good starting point. Extensive in content, this compendium is amongst the few surviving 

sources of magical practice from antiquity, for as we know, performance of magic, creation 

and possession of magical books were practices Christianity long fought to extinguish. One 

of the many examples ought to remember highlights the actions taken in the time of Emperor 

Augustus (13 B.C.) when over 2000 magical scrolls were burnt, a practice extensively 

encouraged in the years to come by Christianity and its clergy. Yet through the prism of the 

Magical Papyri, we are able to catch a glimpse into the antique world of magical charms and 

incantations. Many of the spells found here were also known at the time of Pliny, argument 

proven by scholars who had shown that it is possible to use Pliny’s writings to complete 

sections of the Papyri and vice-versa (Riess 1896, pp. 77-83). A variety of charms existent in 

the Papyri (especially those thought to be of Greek provenance) could be paralleled with 

descântece for the same afflictions. Due to space and time, for the present study I will limit to 

providing only one such parallel (instance), allowing the reader to explore the compendium 

for free on the Internet Archive website. I also point the reader to the bibliography in order to 

explore, if one wishes so, the version used in the present paper. 

Perhaps the most fruitful comparison for the present study is the analysis of love charms and 

the descântece on the same topic. The magical papyri are saturated with love charms. It 

seems in the old days love affairs were no joke and making someone love you could be done 

in various ways. Charming the one you fancied was possible depending on the effort you 

wanted to put in. If one longed for someone, then one way to attract that person would be by 

chanting the following charm (Betz 1986, p. 278) over a myrrh that would then be placed on 

the bath stone:  

Myrrh, myrrh, who serve at the side of the gods, who stir up rivers and mountains, who burn 

up the marsh of Achalda, […]. Whenever I throw you, Myrrh, upon the strobilos (something 

resembling a pine cone?) of the / flat stone of this bath, as you burn, so also will you burn 
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her, [name of the victim], because I adjure you[…]. Arouse yourself Myrrh, and go into every 

place and seek her out, [name of the victim], and open her right side and enter like thunder, 

like lightning, like a burning flame, and make her thin, [pale], weak, limp, incapable of 

action in [any part of the body] until she leaps forth and comes to me [name of the one 

charming her], son of [parent name], immediately, quickly, quickly 

The quoted love charm presents some characteristics to which I would like to draw attention. 

Firstly, the rite does not consist in chanting the charm only. A usage of particular objects is 

implied to attain the effects of the sympathetic magic. Indeed, one could say this is a general 

trait of magic, the correlation item-spell being part of any ritualic action, even in 

institutionalized faith. Yet, the point I want to make is that such items are not encountered in 

institutionalized creeds, rather the usage of surrounding natural world elements are particular 

traits of the charm. Secondly, the struggle of the victim, its decadent state of being inflicted 

by the Myrrh shows a striking resemblance with the descântece for love. Thirdly, to make the 

charm specific, the text presents passages for names to be inserted, a trait which we encounter 

in the Romanian magic charm. And the 4th point, perhaps the most important, is the sending 

of an entity, here embodied by Myrrh, to distress or take the victim out of its normal 

circumstances. 

 It seems the egocentrism spawn from love transcended hundreds of years, existing in the 

same form in a descântec for love. Here the enchanter prefers to send a snake (instead of 

Myrrh) to the victims to torment them until they meet the performer:  

Tu șerpe balaura,                                                        You snake balaura, 
Cu solza de auru,                                                        With golden scales, 
Cu noao limbe impungetore,                                      With nine stabbing tongues, 
Cu noao codi isbătore                                                 With nine striking tails 
Să te duci la (nume)                                                    Go to (name) 
Și tu se o cauți                                                             Look for her 
Unde vei afla-o.                                                           Everywhere. 
D’ei afla-o ‘n casă,                                                      If she’s in the house, 
D’ei afla-o a-fară,                                                        If she’s outside, 
D’ei afla-o vorovindu                                                  If she’s talking 
Cu tată-seu                                                                   With her father 
Seu cu maică-sa,                                                          Or her mother, 
Cu frate-seu,                                                             Or her brother 
Cu prietenulu-seu                                                     Or her partner 
Seu cu ibovniculu;                                                      Or her lover; 
Culcată                                                                        Asleep 
Seu sculată;                                                                Or awake; 
Tu se nu o lași,                                                           Do not give her peace, 
Până cee a cu mini                                                      Until with me 
S’a întâlni                                                                   She’ll meet 
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Și n’a vorbi                                                                  And speak 
Tu se nu’i dai stare,                                                     Don’t give her peace 
Asedare                                                                        or rest 
Că unui părosu de focu                                                (Untranslatable) 

 

(Extracted from Teodorescu (1985, p. 377))                     

The descântec is done with a girdle at the corner of the house and once the charm is chanted, 

the girdle is placed under the pillow on which the practitioner sleeps for one night. Let me 

then draw the attention to certain elements that are in perfect image of the magical papyri 

love charm. Firstly, the text implies elements specific to sympathetic magic. The 

paraphernalia used in the rite are not specific at all to rites of institutionalized faiths, rather 

they belong to the repertoire of the natural world of the practitioner. Secondly, the effects the 

victim must suffer are the same as in the antique charm: she ought to be taken out of the 

natural order and forced to stay in distress until she will meet the one who wants her love. 

Thirdly, here too we find the special places allocated to names in order to make the spell as 

specific as possible. And once again, the fourth and most important point, the presence of an 

entity or being that is ought to do the dirty work, in this case the snake, an animal which, as 

we will see later, has strong fertile connotation in the Romanian magical thinking. I am well 

aware of the generality of these points, for as the reader probably asked himself by now, are 

these not traits of magical spells in general? Certainly, Medea to give one example, would 

have been well acquainted with such charms. Yet I ought to remind here that only later, once 

Christianity arrived, a symbiosis of motifs existed; at times the snake being replaced by 

daemons or demons. My claim is that natural elements and beings, things belonging to 

natural world or specific to certain archaic creeds are present in the majority of these magical 

charms. Furthermore, it cannot be a mere coincidence that at the level of narratives we see an 

almost identical picture.  

When paralleled, the antique magic charms and the Romanian descântec seem to complement 

each other. As it was the case with the love charms, influences suffered (if any) did not seem 

to deteriorate the narrative, purpose and the elements particular to this phenomenon. An 

obvious statement is that Romanian common folk were not the only ones who inherited this 

magico-medical tool. Yet, since the conditions of its preservation in Romanian lands were 

better, we can expect their passage onto future generations was done with few changes 

throughout time. If this was the case in antiquity as well, then they seemed to have remained 

consistent in form, narrative and aim throughout the ages, as we saw in the presented parallel. 
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If the Romanian magic charm has gone such a long path of survival, then undoubtedly there 

is a certainty that a degree of tradition and historical information remained preserved within 

them.  

We have seen now that both colinde and descântece have a high potential of preservers of 

tradition and history. In the case of colinde their mythical content is outstanding. The 

traditions that colinde carried within their rites allows for a glimpse into old cults and myths, 

adding to our understanding of the way in which a facet of history hides in the study of the 

magical realm. Let me then, in the next sub-chapter, explore more tangible elements that 

survived in colinde and descântece which at one point constituted main elements of cults, 

celebrations and aspects of deities.  

 

Two animals, one God. 
 

The horned animal 

 

Texts of colinde and descântece abound in a complex usage of elements of the natural world 

and long-gone pagan cults. Given their predisposition to entrench such elements within their 

narrative, a discussion dedicated to few of these elements is necessary for the present thesis, 

since it will bring to light new considerations towards the historical and traditional potential 

of the folkloric phenomena in question. Animals and the symbolism attached to these are 

present in almost any phenomena of the sacred. People have drawn on characteristics, 

medical properties or symbolism of animals for decades, yet their most extensive application 

was in the rites of pre-Christian cults. The association of horned animals with fertility cults is 

widely known, as it is par exemple the case with the cults of Dionysus. For the Dionysiac 

belief, the horned animal’s sacrifice was equating the death of Dionysus followed by its 

symbolical rebirth. The Romanian colind kept this association alive until present day times. 

In the masked colinde the protagonist is the horned animal (stag, goat) who together with 

young men, invites young girls (they cannot refuse the invitation as per tradition) to a ritualic 

dance in the yard of their houses. Association of these rites with Saturnalia is in my opinion 

only half of the picture, for it seems that masked winter solstice carols syncretized ideas from 

other fertility cults. The perseverant presence of oxes and stags in correlation with young 

girls goes further back in time, pre-dating even the Dionysiac cult to which, as we will see in 

the next pages, owes many of its traits. Even older than the myth of Zeus and Europa, we find 
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that the Eneolithic population of today South-East Europe had extensively adhered to certain 

fertility cults in which an important aspect was the hiero gamos between a bull or an ox and a 

young girl (Poruciuc 2017, p. 75). Archaeological discoveries support this argument with 

artefacts dated back to Neolithic period. One such artefact is a bone plate shaped as the head 

of a bull on which a young female stands with her arms raised (Monah 1937, p. 211). The 

colinde whose main theme is a young girl and an ox are numerous in Romanian folklore. In 

the ethnographic works these are usually presented under the name colinde de fată or colinde 

de fată mare which in rough translation mean winter solstice carols for girls or for ready to 

marry girls. In their narratives a young girl is depicted as either sitting on the back or between 

the horns of horned animals, at times in a swing placed between the bone protuberances of 

the animal in question: 

Colo susu, mai în susu                                There, up there 

Leru-mi da, Leru-mi [doamne!]                  Leru-mi da, Leru-mi [doamne!] 
Este-un strat de busuioc                              There’s a handful of basil 
Cu cărarea pe mijloc.                                   With a path on the middle. 
Da cărarea cine-o face?                               Who makes the path? 
Da o face boul sur,                                       The brown ox(bull) makes it, 
Cu copite d’aur,                                           With its golden hoofs, 
Cu coarnele d’argint;                                   With its silver horns; 
Da în coarne ce-mi și poartă?                      What’s it wearing in its horns? 
Poartă-un leagăn de mătasă;                         Wears a silk swing 
Da în leagăn cine șede?                              Who’s that in the swing? 
Da fată dalbă,                                              It’s a pure girl 
Tot coase și chindisește                              She keeps sewing  
La năframi împărăteșți                               Heaven like shawls 
La gulere bărbăteșți.                                   Men collars, 
Tu… fată dalbă                                          You, pure girl  
Coase-mi și mie-o năframă                        Sew me a shawl too 
Că ți-oiu da buți                                         For I’ll give you barrels 
Cu bani mărunți,                                        With money, 
Ți-oiu da casă                                            I’ll give you a house 
Cu comoară                                               With a treasure 
Și voinicul cel de asară,                             And I’ll give you the young man from last night, 
Ce stă-n poartă răzămat,                           Who sits by the gate, 
Cu păr galbin rătezat                                With his trimmed golden hair. 
 

(Extracted from Viciu (1914, p. 133)) 

The motif of the young girl in a swing and the bull is explicit in the text. The young girl’s 

readiness to marry is alluded by the promise made to her; she is to receive the young man 

from last night. The narrative implies strong nuptial connotations which seem to echo the 
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Neolithic goddesses’ cults. Its symbolical association with a fertile rite is in my opinion quite 

clearly presented through the relation bull-girl-young man. This is a clear hiero gamos 

between the girl and young man especially since the setup alludes that the place where the 

girl and the bull live is somewhere above the earth. The qualities of the girl are pure, the word 

dalbă, although I translated it as pure to fit the overall lyricism of the text, refers to angelic, 

divine qualities. Furthermore, we encounter the usage of basil which is in itself a plant with 

strong erotic demeanours, a love stimulant and a dream enhancer in rites of finding the future 

groom. Its usage for the young girls in search of husband is widespread, as we find in a song 

(ballad) from Făurești commune, Rm. Vâlcea, Romania (Ciaușanu 2014, pp. 205-206): 

Dragostea din ce se-începe?                               What do you start love from? 

Vara, din busuioc verde                                      In the summer, from green basil 

Iarna, din inel și bețe                                           In the winter, from a ring and sticks. 

 

Other colinde whose narrative imply marital or nuptial characteristics, have as symbol of the 

horned animal not an ox but a ram. In other winter solstice carols for girls we find rams in 

different hypostases, either as representing the wealth of the household or as gifts for a girl 

who is about to marry. There exists a typology of colinde for shepherds, in which the ram 

acts as a protector of the herd, argument maintained as well by Poruciuc (2017, p. 85-97). 

The scholar argues that ram’s presence in the shepherd colinde (whose archaic nature has 

long been established by Romanian researchers), is not merely coincidental or a literary 

artifice. The ram enjoyed a denomination of sacred animal since at least Neolithic period 

until present day Romania where common folk kept its sacral symbolism. Poruciuc mentions 

the extensive use of the ram in the cultic sacrifices of Thracians and the other adjacent 

populations and supports its claims with archaeological discoveries which for the sake of 

space I direct the reader to the specific pages of Poruciuc’s work (2017, pp. 90-92). As 

addition to the scholar’s argument on the Thracian ram, I would like to mention the function 

of the ram in the ancestor cult and imperial dynasties of Thracians and ultimately its 

important symbol for the cult of Thracian knight (Antonescu 2016, p. 64). 

 

The snake 

 

Yet another animal extensively used in Romanian folk narratives, with preponderance in 

descântece, is the snake. Its symbolism orbits around three major themes: that of fertility, 
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protection and death. The snake also enjoys a superlative stance by becoming a mythical 

being called balaur (for the Harry Potter fans it resembles entirely the Basilisk from the 

Chamber of Secrets), a creature with strong erotic echoes in Romanian folklore. What I will 

attempt in the next paragraphs is an explanation of the intricate relationship between snakes, 

garlic, common hazel tree (hazel wood) and the strigoi, a relation observable primarily in 

descântece and colinde. I will then proceed into explaining why this peculiar connection 

exists.  

The snake is ambivalent for the Romanian common folk. A snake is good, a symbol of fertile 

house and protector against evil spells and spirits but he is also a bad omen, evil, if 

encountered in nature, away from the houses (Antonescu 2016, p. 48). In its good hypostasis 

the snake is often placed in connection with children, having sacred powers of healing yet if 

sent away or killed, the house it was protecting would become an attraction for malevolent 

forces (Antonescu 2016, pp. 648-649). The snake is found in most Romanian love charms, 

acting as an enchanted being that will go to one person, making them suffer until the victim 

meets the performer: 

Foc, focșorul meu,                                                            Fire, my little fire, 

Eu te’nvelesc de două părți,                                           I fold you two times 

Tu să te dezvelesti de nouă părți,                                 You unfold yourself nine times 

Și să te faci șarpe balaur                                                  And become snake balaur 

Cu solzii de aur,                                                                 With golden scales, 

Cu botul de cucă                                                               With a she-cuckoo beak 

Cu limba de foc,                                                                With fire tongue, 

Și să te duci la ursitul meu                                             And go to my chosen one 

Cu coadă să-l plesnești,                                                   Whip him with your tail 

Și la mine să-l pornești                                                    Start his journey towards me 

 […]                                                                      […] 

 

The chant continues with a long enumeration of hypostases in which the victim cannot live 

their daily life as peaceful as before until they meet the one who send the snake (Păsculescu 

1910, p.127). Whilst seeing a snake whipping a person on the street would be a rather 

comical image, on a symbolical level the snake is indeed the perfect creature to be used in 

love affairs, being given its long presence in fertile rites. In the above cited work we also see 

the snake as initially being fire, another common element associated with love, perhaps best 

used in the beautiful legends of Hercules’ shirt that killed the legendary hero, his death being 

brought about by his partners’ love (and they say love is not evil!). The theme of fire and 

snake as partners in crime sent to a victim is extensively used in descântece. We therefore 

find it in another descântec for the same love purpose: 
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Brâu, brâusorul meu,                                                    Girdle, my little girdle 
Fă-te un șarpe, un balaur                                            Become a snake, a balaur 
Cu solzii de aur                                                               With golden scales 
Și să te duci la ursitorul meu,                                      And go to my chosen one, 
[…]                                                                                  […] 
Să nu se poată odihni, ostovi,                                     May he not rest, not have peace 
Pan la mine n-o veni.                                                    Until he comes to me 
[…]                                                                                   […] 
Foc, focsor al meu,                                                        Fire, my little fire, 
Eu te-oiu înveli,                                                             I will cover you, 
Tu te-oiu desveli.                                                           You uncover yourself. 
Să te faci cocoș roș                                                        Become a red cock 
Din aripi sburând,                                                          With your wings in flight 
Din gură cântând                                                           with your mouth in chant 
La ursitorul meu alergând.                                           To my chosen one you run. 
[…]                                                                                    […] 

 

(Extracted from (Pasculescu 1910, 129)) 

And another similar magic charm is: 

 

Foc, focșorule                                                      Fire, my little fire 
Eu te-oiu invăli                                                    I will cover you 
Și tu te-oiu desvăli.                                             You uncover yourself 
Eu să te inveliu                                                    I will cover you  
Pe două locuri                                                     Twofold  
Și tu să te desveli                                                You uncover yourself 
Pe douăsprezece locuri                                       Twelvefold 
Eu să te inveliu                                                    I will cover you 
Pe douăzeci și patru de locuri                             Twenty-four-fold  
Și tu să te dezveli                                                You uncover yourself  
Pe nouăzeci și nouă de locuri                              Ninety-nine-fold 
Să te faci, laur, balaur                                         And become laur (the word has no translation), balaur 
[…]                                                                      […] 

 

 (Extracted from Pasculescu (1910, p. 141)) 

Another curious interaction existent in descântec is between the snake and a tree with 

magical implications, the common hazelnut tree. In the magical thinking of Romanian folk, 

the tree bears several characteristics. Firstly, in descântece the hazel tree appears as important 

paraphernalia aimed at taking the fertility of land or cattle. According to an extract from 

Emilia Niculita Voronca which Ciaușanu quotes in his work (2014, p. 198), in order for cows 

to be fertile and have milk (the Romanian word for the vital energy of cows is mana- with the 

sense of vital energy that makes these animals fertile), one has to take nine common hazelnut 

branches from nine different places before sunrise, put boiling water into every pan in the 

house and dip the hazelnut tree, blanching it in each one of them. The rite of another 

descântec consists of burying the placenta from the first-born calf, with a piece of silk and 

hazelnut tree branches, whilst chanting the words of the descântec (Ciaușanu 2014, p. 199). 
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Secondly, the common folk beliefs give the hazelnut tree strong chthonic symbolism. In the 

village Pojogi-Cerna, Rm Vâlcea county, Romania, at every funeral a long hazelnut staff 

decorated with circular, serpentine motifs, and a split top where a coin is placed, is given to 

several members of the cortege of the defunct. I assisted to several such funerals in the given 

location, especially as a young child and up until today the people of the village maintain the 

tradition of giving the hazelnut tree staff at the funerals. In other regions too, this tree is used 

in correlation with rites of winter solstice carols (the branch used in the colinde called 

Sorcova was primarily from hazelnut trees) and funerary rites. A practice registered in these 

regions consisted of placing the hazelnut branches used for the colinde ritual on the graves of 

the dead (Antonescu 2016, p. 10). Other times, specially decorated with circular and linear 

motifs, hazelnut tree staffs are left for the dead on Christmas Eve, by their graves, for it is 

thought the dead roam from Christmas Eve until 6th of January, the day of Christian Epiphany 

(Antonescu 2016, p. 10). This creed survived from the celebration in the second day of 

Antestheria, when the dead were thought to come out and roam the streets for at least a week.  

Hazelnut tree is also associated with marriage and love both in colinde and descântece. 

Whilst in the latter the tree is used primarily in the ones for finding the future partner (Marian 

1898, p. 218), in the former folkloric phenomenon the tree appears in those colinde dedicated 

to marriage: 

Ler oi Leo,                                                        Ler oi Leo, 
Ici în ceste curți                                                Here in these courts 
și n’ceste domnii                                              and in these royal lands 
crescut-au,                                                       They grew 
născută-au                                                        They were born  
doi meri, d’alunei                                             Two apple trees, two hazelnut trees 
de toamna sădiți                                               Planted in autumn                                    
de vera’nfloriți                                                 Bloomed in summer 
[…]                                                              […] 

 

(Extracted from Teodorescu (1885, p. 78)) 

The colind continues with a description of a young good-looking man, who is ready to marry 

and a young girl who seems to sit in a swing attached at the top of these trees. We once again 

see the motif of the girl in a swing, only this time she is not placed between the horns of an 

ox or stag, but at the top branches of the trees in question. 

Thirdly, and the most interesting instance of the hazelnut tree is in the descântece for and 

against snakes. Common folk thinking gave the snake its own repertoire of magical charms, 
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especially against their bite and for taming them. The hazelnut tree functions as the primary 

element that can scare, tame a snake or cure its bite: 

-Grozavi,                                                                            -Quick, 

Scol d’aci                                                                            Wake-up 

De spune lecul lui (nume)                                                   and tell the cure to (patient’s name) 

că l’a mușcat șerpele!                                                         for he was bitten by a snake! 

-Lecu din ce se’i fiă?                                                         -What should the cure be? 

Din rădăcină de bosiu                                                        Dwarf elder(danewort) root 

și mâsgă d’alunu verde:                                        and sap from a green hazel tree: 

fuge șerpe’e, se pierde                                                        the snake will run, get lost 

vița din viiă                                                                        vine leaf 

lecul se’i fiă:                                                                      be the cure: 

viță peste gard aruncată,                                                    vine thrown over the fence, 

mușcătura de șerpe vindecată!                                           the snake bite will be healed! 

 

(Extracted from Teodorescu (1885, p. 393)) 

Here the phrase “sap from a green hazel tree:/ the snake will run, gets lost” is a direct 

reference to how the snake fears the powers of the tree in question. We also encounter it in 

the following fragment of another magic charm against snakes: 

Cu băț de alun te-oi bate                                            With hazel wood branch I will beat you 

Cu băț de alun te-oi omorâ                                        With hazel wood branch I will kill you 

Cu băț de alun te-oi îngropa                                      With hazel wood branch I will burry you 

 

 (Extracted from Ciaușanu (2014, p. 200)) 

As aforementioned, hazel wood is also used in magic charms as a staff or a stick to heal the 

snake bite. Whilst reciting the following charm, the enchanter, using a hazel wood staff and a 

danewort (Sambucus-ebulus) stick, stirs water in a pot which is then used to wash the snake 

bite wound: 

 

Idiță, idiță,                                                  Idiță, idiță (this is the name given to the female snake) 
Prinsă de peliță                                           Attached to the skin 

Pelița de carne                                            Skin to the meat                           
Carnea de ciolane,                                      meat to the legs 
Carnea și de os;                                          meat to the bone too; 
Osul sănătos                                               The healthy bone 
Da veninul jos                                            Repels the venom 
Idiță seu dihul                                            Idiță or spirit 
Să-și be veninul                                         May these drink their venom 
Cine duce veste,                                        Who will bring news 
Veste seu poveste                                      News or story 
Se bea veninul                                           May they drink the venom 
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De-o dată cu dihul.                                    At the same time with the spirit. 

 

(Extracted from Teodorescu (1885, pp. 394-395)) 

 

Given the extensive usage of hazel wood as the tamer of snakes in descântece, it is not 

surprising that in the South-Eastern part of Romania the tree was and still is commonly 

known as snake’s godfather.  

Another interesting aspect of the snake comes to light when put in contact with another plant 

- garlic. Magical thinking had associated the powers of garlic and snake with the folk creeds 

on the Romanian strigoi. These beings, similar with Stoker’s Dracula (the author created his 

vampire entirely from the characteristics of strigoi), exist in folklore both in dead and living 

form, the latter usually associated primarily with witches and enchanters. There are couple of 

general traits shared between these entities both in their dead and alive forms: they all meet at 

crossroads or in the mountains where they dance or fight, a fight which certain scholars 

associated with fertility battles (Curșeu 2013, pp. 248-265). They also enjoy their own 

typology of descântece for their malevolent tendencies are known and feared amongst the 

common folk. They are usually envisaged as full of lust and thirsty for the blood of the living, 

especially of those whom they loved, appearing as erotic beings par excellence. For the 

current study, I am more interested in their interaction with garlic. Garlic too enjoys a 

primary spot in the magical creed of Romanian population. Employed as arsenal against 

various afflictions, the garlic is at its best used when warding away evil spirits, or against the 

effects of spells and charms, usually because of its powerful smell (Ciaușanu 2014, p. 193). 

One of its main uses is against the unwanted visits of strigoi. In the night of St. Andrew the 

Apostle (30th of November), there is an extensively practiced tradition which consists of 

putting garlic at the windows and doors so the cursed undead will not visit the houses 

(Voronca 1998, p. 42). It is also a practice to put garlic in the mouth of a defunct who might 

turn into a strigoi (Ciaușanu 2014, p. 204). Yet ultimately it is St. Andrew’s Day when the 

interaction garlic-strigoi is at its peak. The snake-garlic pair on the other hand are the 

ultimate tools against these undead. If one wants to see the disguised or invisible strigoi, then 

one should burry a snake head with a garlic clove in its mouth and when the garlic sprouts, 

the sprout should be placed in a hat that is then worn. The wearer is then able to see the 

strigoi which in daylight are almost always described as riding bulls or cattle (Antonescu 

2016, pp. 632- pp. 645). 
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In descântece we see the snake as an actant in erotic, nuptial and fertile endeavours. The 

erotic connotations make sense if considered in parallel with the three other elements 

discussed. The hazel wood tree seems to present three characteristics that span from its usage 

in love charms, funerary rites and as snake’s greatest enemy. Lastly, the garlic and strigoi 

relation is already known, but the presence of snake in this interaction is rather peculiar. Or is 

it? I believe I owe an explanation for why the snake in our descântece, with its fertile and 

erotic character, has so many complex relationships in the magical thinking of Romanian 

common folk. For that I ought to go back couple thousands of years. 

The symbol of snake as rejuvenator of the world in South-Eastern Europe is known to date 

back as far as the Neolithic and Chalcolithic periods. Appearing on vases, lamps, altars, etc., 

the snake was an extensive imagery used by the populations of these periods (Gimbutas 1982, 

p. 95). It seems our ancestors saw the snake as the embodiment of “nature’s enigmatic cycle” 

of life and death (Gimbutas 1982, p.95). In other words, they would have already created a 

complex system of symbols related to fertility and snakes. Representations of phalluses, bulls 

and oxes accompanied by a snake are common imagery on the artefacts of this period, the 

snake being considered a “stimulator and guardian of the spontaneous life energy” (Gimbutas 

1982, pp. 142-145). Interesting to note is that female deities depicted on the Neolithic 

artefacts are at times holding a baby with a snake mask (sometimes with horns) in their 

hands. Another intricate cultic relation existed between the snake and water or milk 

(Gimbutas 1982, pp. 142-145), which still echoes today in Romania, where some parts of the 

population in the rural area believe that snakes can enter the human belly and the only way to 

get them out is with warm milk. In Neolithic the snake was also placed in correlation with 

bird goddesses, an association that seemed to have survived a long time (See here the first 

descântec cited at the start of the discussion on snakes where the snake is envisaged as 

putting on a “she-cuckoo beak”). These Neolithic cults and their symbolism at one point 

began to fade only to emerge later on in new beliefs across the Mediterranean territories. By 

the second century B.C the cult of Dionysus was blooming (Gimbutas 1982, p. 227). The 

Horned God, as Euripides described him (Eurip. Bacch., 99) enjoyed a large popularity 

across Greece and later in the Roman Empire which inherited its rituals and embedded them 

extensively in local practices. Even more interesting are the devotees of Dionysus, especially 

the females commonly referred to as Maenads or Bacchantes. In a sanctuary of Dionysus, 

unearthed by archaeologists on the island of Keos, over 20 figurines portraying women 

dancing naked, orgiastic, with snakes as collars or belts were found (Gimbutas 1982, pp. 
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228). The orgiastic nature of these Bacchantes is notoriously known. Their erotic endeavours 

in the mountains, their ecstatic dance and incredible power are depicted in various art forms, 

from old Greek vases to Renaissance and Post-Modernism. Of Maenads and their Horned 

God we know a couple of curious things. The most common object that denominated a 

follower of Dionysus was the thyrsus or thirsoi, a long staff with a pinecone on top. Few texts 

and representations of maenads or Dionysus lack the thirsoi. Euripides (Bacc., 940) shows us 

its importance for the Dionysiac cult in his play:  

Pentheus: This thyrsus-should I hold it in my right hand, or in my left? Which is most suitable 

for the Bacchic celebration? 

Dionysus: In your right. You must lift your right foot in time with it. 

What we also know of Dionysus is that his cult was predominantly a fertility cult in which 

sacred marriage, the hiero gamos played a major role (Gimbutas 1982, p. 230). Modern 

etymological analysis also shows Dionysus as playing the role of a groom especially when he 

is referred to by the name Zen/Zan (Poruciuc 2017, p. 169). Yet he has another facet as a 

chthonic deity, at times being associated with funerary rites. Gimbutas identified a series of 

artefacts which show a man sitting, depicting what she called a “sorrowful god” (Gimbutas 

1982, p. 230). According to the researcher, the figure is most likely that of a god meant to 

die, in order to be reborn, potentially an old counter part of Dionysus. Eliade (1978, p. 363) 

saw Dionysus as both a god of fertility and death. The festivals dedicated to him bear the 

mark of its dual character. One such festival is Anthesteria, a celebration consisting of three 

different days, respectively the most important of all festivals dedicated to the Horned God 

(Eliade 1978, p. 361). The three different days bore three different names, but for the present 

argument it is the second day that interests me. This day, called Choai or Choes (The jugs) 

marked the entrance of Dionysus into the city. During this time, the dead freely roamed the 

streets hence why temples were closed, and the population was taking certain protective 

measures against them (par exemple chewing blackthorn) (Mureddu 2018, p. 96). During this 

day the queen was symbolically involved in a hieros gamos with an individual impersonating 

the Horned God, in a special place called Boucoleum (ox stable in rough translation).  

The Neolithic snake described by Gimbutas kept the same characteristics in the Dionysiac 

cult. In a variety of artefacts and artistic representations of Dionysus or Sabazios (his 

Thracian name), we encounter as one of his most common symbols, the snake (Georgiev 
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2016, pp. 21-34). Thracian representations of Danube horsemen present Sabazios and his 

followers with snakes in various hypostases. Georgiev (2016, pp. 29-30) gives examples of 

the Thracian Sabazios and its association with a horned snake, idea which was present in 

Gimbutas’ discussion on artefacts of the Neolithic period where horned snakes were put in 

connection with water birds and fertility cults (see the example I mentioned earlier of the 

goddesses depicted with babies that had horned snake masks). It is worth mentioning here the 

bird motif, at times birds with horns exist in masked colinde. In a description of Turca mask, 

Bulandra (2009, p.38) tells how the mask was usually built with the beak of a stork and the 

horns of an ox or stag. Interesting to add is also that most myths of Dionysus involve his 

arrival from water or its descendance into water and ultimately its classic legend in Greece 

where he was raised by water nymphs.  

Let me now draw a conclusion on the information I presented. By this point the reader would 

have already realized some connections towards which I hinted. The snake’s long symbolism 

in fertility cults survived from Neolithic until present day, as we saw in the love charms and 

colinde for marriage. Yet a peculiarity of its survival is the present-day symbolism in both 

colinde and descântece which seemed to have stayed consistent, that is, almost identical with 

the ancient cult of Dionysus or going further back, the Neolithic and Chalcolithic fertility 

cults. The relation snake-hazel tree-garlic-strigoi can now be explained. Firstly, not a lot of 

research has been done on the Romanian strigoi from the perspective of their origin. What we 

know of them are general traits such as their unquenched erotic thirst, their dancing 

(described as overly ecstatic), their flight on melițe (an object used to crush silk or hemp) and 

lastly their preferred meetings points usually at crossroads or in mountains where they 

practice nude fighting and dancing. One way to explain their origins is by looking at the 

Maenadic rituals practiced in mountains and at Dionysiac celebrations. We have seen 

Dionysus is celebrated as both a life giving, renewal deity and as a chthonic deity, being put 

in relation with cults of the dead. The Romanian magico-mythical thinking frame kept this 

dualism in its representation of strigoi. They are both dead and alive, and to add to the 

picture, they all have something to do with bulls and snakes. One aspect I have not mentioned 

is that there are certain days in of the year when the activities of strigoi increase 

exponentially. One such day is St. Andrew, yet there are other days that bizarrely coincide 

with the dates of Dionysiac celebrations in antiquity such as St. George’s day, when strigoi 

are as active as in St. Andrew’s Day. The two modern dates correspond to the dates of great 

celebrations of Dionysus, in his death and revived stances. The reader would probably have 
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asked themselves by know, but what of the hazel wood tree? In the majority of the given 

examples on hazel wood tree, the plant in question is represented as a staff. Its dualistic usage 

(both in funerary rites and love charms or snake charms) makes more sense if it is paralleled 

with the Dionysiac staff. In the funerary rites, Romanians kept the chthonic essence of 

Dionysus by decorating the hazel wood staff with serpent motives.  

The snake – garlic interaction is better explained through the power of garlic as repellent of 

strigoi. Just as blackthorn served Greek population as protector against the dead roaming on 

the 2nd day of Anthesteria, so does garlic in the present day keep away the strigoi during the 

correspondent dates of Dionysus’s death and rebirth. Yet the magical thinking kept alive the 

connection between strigoi and snakes primarily only through the relations that these two 

elements have with garlic. I could hardly find, in any ethnographic work I consulted, any 

other way to make strigoi visible to human eye without the implication of garlic and snakes. 

Yet we have seen that snakes themselves are sometimes seen as protectors against evil forces. 

The dualism of the snake could be explained if we take into consideration the long years of 

exposure to Christian-Orthodox faith which most likely gave the snake its second trait, that of 

malevolent animal. The descântec however kept the snake in close correlation with its 

original symbolism, that of an animal associated with the Dionysiac fertile cult or going 

further in time, with the fertile cults of Great Goddesses of Neolithic. This in turn shows how 

the preservation of elements in the narrative of descântece takes place. The snake kept its 

symbolical meaning and usage in the magic charms entirely unchanged since Neolithic times. 

As a conclusion to this chapter it seems that magic charms and winter solstice carols serve as 

propagators of history and tradition. This conclusion comes as an answer to the main 

question, whether the analysed phenomena are propagators of history and tradition through 

their narratives. What I tried to show in the present chapter was only one way in which their 

potential could be exploited. There are perhaps a variety of other ways to approach their 

narrative in order to uncover the information contained within these folkloric phenomena. I 

am content however to claim that the analysis of the two animals paired with the 

identification of cults, myths and ancient celebrations, brought to light the answer to the main 

question of the present thesis. Let me now finally deal with one last issue, that of Christian 

influence. 
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Chapter III 
 

This last chapter aims to explore the ways in which Christianity could have influenced the 

information preserved in the Romanian winter solstice carols and magic charms. By looking 

at the way Christianity influenced the Eddic Poems, it is possible to verify whether the same 

process was taking place in the Romanian context, through a parallel presentation of the 

Christian influence in both sources. Lastly, I will briefly explore the Church attitude in 

Viking Age Scandinavia and modern Romania to observe whether this attitude served in any 

way to a better preservation of original pre-Christian elements in the narratives of our 

sources. Depending on the result of the analysis, I can then proceed towards making the 

connection between the level of Christian influence within the narratives of the sources and 

the Church interactions with these phenomena and answer the following main question: How 

much Christian influence was exercised on magic charms and winter solstice carols? 

 

Christianity in relation to the Romanian Colinde and Descântece  

 

The life of Romanian folks has always been lived in connection with two types of beliefs: 

The Orthodox-Christian dogma and the common folk rites and practices (Repciuc 2011, p. 

76). When common folk refers to annual celebrations, it is by using the Orthodox calendar as 

a reference yet the rites and practices specific to these days are generally non-Christian. As 

part of the Christian conversion process on Romanian lands, a syncretism took place which 

blended the local folklore with Christian rites and elements. Such syncretized material 

manifests itself as having the pre-Christian beliefs as substrata whilst the exterior gives the 

appearance of Christian practice. Yet Romanians kept a neat discrepancy noticeable in the 

rites and the references made to these. Here the magical thinking was never subdued by the 

strong hammer of Christian dogma, the Church attempting to either absorb the practices or 

co-exist with them. What does this tell us? In the domains where Christianity perpetrated, it 

the pre-Christian aspects could be altered only up to a certain level (motifs, themes, rites, 

practices, myth etc). Descântece and colinde are one example of folkloric phenomena where 

the Christian element either had a parallel existence or a partial influence. In his study, 

Caraman (1983, p. 13) indirectly taxonomizes the Romanian colind in two categories: pre-

Christian (archaic we could say) and religious. The latter are a pure literary Christian work, a 

product the Church created to replace their archaic counterpart. Furthermore, says Caraman, 
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we cannot claim the pre-Christian winter solstice carols do not contain Christian elements at 

all, for a certain degree of influence was still exercised upon them (Caraman 1983, p. 14). 

This Christian syncretism is even better explained by Eliade (1980, p. 246) who saw it as an 

interesting creation, specific to South-East Europe, calling it “Cosmic Christianity”. Eliade 

called it an original unity of traditional folk beliefs and Christian faith. Marin M. Bălașa 

(2010) calls this same original unity “Folkloric Christianity”, a new stable and analysable 

phenomenon resulted from the syncretism of archaic beliefs and the Orthodox Church. It is 

indeed hard to disagree with such arguments since this syncretism is generally noticeable in a 

folklore that developed side by side with Christianity. However, with the risk of being biased, 

I claim the present folkloric material does not allude to a new cosmic unity, but to a 

predisposition of these pre-Christian phenomena to accept certain elements in their 

composition. In plain words, colinde and descântece have an innate trait that allows the 

acceptance of words and terms in their narrative, without changing their structure, function or 

the narrative itself. In turn this does not show a new “folkloric Christianity” but merely a 

functional trait of our phenomena, that allowed for the usage of Christian elements. With the 

risk of being called a laic ethnologist, I believe the notions of “cosmic Christianity” and 

“folkloric Christianity” are not applicable to every phenomenon of folklore. The existence of 

a clear dichotomy in colinde par exemple, does not suggest a perfect unity, but a mere 

syncretism, if any, and a coexistence of two beliefs: institutionalized faith and archaic or 

folkloric practices. 

Let me then analyse this mere syncretic aspect of our colinde and descântece. In general, 

performers of both phenomena use Christian elements to enhance the narratives of the rite. 

Common folk saw in Christianity a potential for acquiring more allies that will aid in their 

ritualic endeavours. In descântec, the Christian motifs are employed usually in comparison 

syntaxes where the patient is envisaged as being taken back to normal: 

A plecate (cutare)    [name] walked 
Pe cale, pe cărare.    On roads and paths 
Cu năjitu se’ntalnia,    He met the neuralgia 
In gura s’aciua     Who found place in his mouth 
Dumitra, descântătoarea îi descânta  Dumitra, the enchantress began chanting 
D’o fi năjit, sa potolească:   If it is neuralgia then may the followings stop: 
Dorul,      The pain 
Mâncărimea     The itching 
Usturimea,     The burning, 
Năjitul      The neuralgia 
Brânca      The swallowness 
Buba      The sore 
Viforul      The tempest 
De la [numele]     From [name]’s 
Din dinți     Teeth 
Din măsele     Molars 
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Din gingii     Gums 
Din creierii capului    The back of its head 
Din sgaciul nasului    His nose 
Din fața obrazului,    His cheek, 
Să se potolească    May it stop/settle  
Cum să potolesc:    As: 
Oamenii în casă,    People in their house 
Vacile în sat     Cattle in the village 
Porcii în strat,     Pigs in their pigsty 
Păsărele in cuibarele.    Birds in their little nests. 
Așa să potolească    So may 
Dorul,      The pain,  
Mâncărimea,     The itching 
Usturimea,     The burning 
Din mâini,     From hands 
Din picioare     From legs 
Din vinele gâtului,    From the neck 
Din mațe,     From intestines 
Din rânza,     From stomach, 
Din osânza.     From the fat. 
Din toate cheietoarele    From all the joints 
Din toate sgarciulețele    From all the stingy bones 
Sa se potolească de la [nume]   May they stop bother [name] 
Să-l lase curat, luminat,    Let him be pure, illluminated, 
Ca stea de sus,     As the star above, 
Ca roua de jos     As the dew below  
Ca poala Maicii precistii.   As Holy Virgin’s lap 
 
(Extracted from Pasculescu (1910, p. 115)) 
 
 
What we observe in this beautiful integral descântec is a narrative which explains the 

patient’s journey. He meets the disease then the enchantress, who begins to enumerate the 

effects and potential location of the affliction. The narrative proceeds with the request to stop 

the activity of the disease by using a process of comparison. The affliction ought to stop just 

as birds stop and settle in their little nests. Ultimately, through the same process of 

comparison consistent throughout the whole text, the patient is transported into a place where 

life is back to normal, pure, “illuminated”, just as in “Holy Virgin’s lap”. The Christian motif 

here is implied at the end as term of comparison, for Holy Mary’s lap, the one that held Jesus, 

is a symbolical image of purity, of the space where man is at his safest. Virgin Mary as a 

motif is a characteristic of a plenitude of descântece, yet almost always employed at the end 

with the same symbolism of the pure space, as we see it once again in this evil eye magic 

charm: 

Dac-o fi deocheat    If the evil eye 

De om negru curat    Came from an evil man 

Să-i plesnească boașele    May that man’s balls explode 

Să-i curgă pisărteațele    May that man piss himself 

Să fie de râs la toată lumea   May everybody laugh at him 

[…]      [...] 

Să rămâie curat luminat    Let this man (the patient) be pure, illuminated 

Ca steaua cerului    As the sky’s star 

Ca roua câmpului    As the field’s dew 

Ca poala Maicăi Precestei.   As Holy Virgin’s lap. 
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(Extracted from Pasculescu (1910, p. 121)) 

 

Or we find it in a descântec for snake bites: 

A plecat (nume) pe cale pe cărare  (Name) set foot on paths and roads 
S-a întâlnit cu vipera în cale   And in his path he met the viper 
El pe viperă a călcat    He then stepped on it 
Vipera s-a înveninat    The viper was angered 
Și pe el l-a mușcat    And bit the man 
[…]      […] 
Și (nume) să rămâie curat, luminat  And let (name) be pure, illuminated 
Ca de Maica Precista lăsat.   As Holy Virgin made it be. 
 

(Extracted from Tocilescu (1900, p. 593)) 

Many times, the narrative involves an encounter between Mary and the affliction, or Mary 

and the patient: 

Pleacă brânca cu brâncoiu ei    The swelling and its partner went out 
Amenduoi într’o căroie     Both in a chariot 
Se intelni cu Maică Precista în cale   Met Holy Virgin in their path 
[…]       […] 
-Îndărăt, brânca, cu brâncoiu, de unde ai plecat  -Back, you swellings, from whence you 

came 
Că Maica Precista vă oprește    For Holy Virgin stops you 
[…]       […] 

 

This charm is done with a knife in wine or vinegar and garlic. 

 

(Extracted from Tocilescu (1900, p. 620)) 

 

The prevalence of Virgin Mary as motif in magic charms or colinde had not been thoroughly 

researched. Arthur Gorovei (1931) has seen this connection between the Virgin and 

descântec showing how in the magical thinking of Romanian common folk she holds the role 

of a healing deity. I would infer although, in passing, that her appearance has more to do with 

an archetypal image beautifully manifested in the magic charms. The archetype of a great 

goddess, perhaps the Neolithic goddesses find echoes in Mary’s image in descântece. Even 

though this seems farfetched, I can at least infer that Holy Mary took over the qualities of a 

deity already existent by the time Christianity arrived, similar to Hekate or Demeter. For 

instance, Demeter’s characteristics fit perfectly with Holy Mary’s image in descântec if we 

take into consideration that in folklore Holy Mary is seen as ruler over the earth and its 

production of food (Voronca 1998, p. 133). 
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The winter solstice carols too enjoy the freedom of borrowing certain elements or characters 

from Christianity as active part of their narrative. With the exception of the strictly Christian 

colinde where the narrative is entirely based on Christian myths, we find in their other non-

Christian (profane) counterpart a number of saints or God himself acting as “side characters” 

in the overall narrative scheme. In exemplifying the usage of Christian motifs only as 

secondary elements in colinde, I will draw on examples from the profane ones, since it is 

understandable by now that for the present study it is their archaic nature that relates best to 

the main argument of this paper. A discussion on the religious versions would be redundant 

for the aim of the present thesis, yet I will nonetheless make some points related to these 

towards the end of the chapter.  

In the profane colinde of any type (masked, for young girls, for ready to marry boys etc), 

there is rarely a full narrative employed primarily around Christian themes and motifs. In the 

colinde for shepherds or of the shepherd type we find God (or at times, a saint) as playing the 

role of a shepherd: 

Pe poiana cu flori dalbe    On the hills with pretty flowers 
Merge-o turmă de oi albe   There’s a flock of white sheep 
-Da la oi cine ședea?    - Who was that who looked upon them? 
-Ședea zău și Dumnezău   -It was a god and God 
Cu fluierul pe tureac    With his flute in his boot 
Și cu mâna pe baltag…    And his hand on his double-edged axe… 

 

(Extracted from Caraman (1983, p. 112)) 
  

Or in another one: 
 

-Dar la ele cine șede?    -Who is that who looks upon them? 

-Tot Ion, Sântionu,    -John, St. John  

Cu brâu roș-nțițelat    With a red girdle 

Cu fluieru-nferecat    With a flute  

Cu baltag incolțurat    With a double-edged axe 

Din fluier își zice    When he plays his flute 

Turma i se strânge.     The flock starts to gather. 

 

(Extracted from Caraman (1983, p. 112)) 
 

Initially, there is a tendency to see the apparition of God as a shepherd in the light of the 

classical metaphor of him looking over the humans he created. Yet the colind portrays a 

different aspect. The shepherd is usually imagined around a bountiful flock, which makes 

sense if put in connection with the specific archaic character of shepherd colinde. These are 

primarily fertile or agrarian in narrative and by employing Christian elements, the efficacity 

of the rite grows exponentially (Caraman 1983, pp. 112-113). God or saints are employed in a 
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similar manner in other agrarian colinde which are profane par excellence. In these, the 

Christian entities serve as additional actants that enhance the narrative in order to increase the 

potency of the New Year (Caraman 1983, pp. 112-113).  

In certain winter solstice carols where we find as primary elements of narrative the fight 

between a lion and a young man in some sort of initiatory battle, the Christian motifs are 

scarce or not present at all. These colinde had been studied by Poruciuc (2017) due to their 

strong archaic character and mythological content. We find in some of them the appearance 

of “God” only in rhetorical questions or exclamative sentences: 

 
 

Strigă, Doamne, cine strigă?   Someone shouts, my Lord, who shouts? 
Lelioara și-a nost Domn    Lelioara si-a nost Domn(God) 
Strigă-un dalb de împărat   That’s an emperor who shouts 
Cine-n lume s-ar d-afla    Who can in this world 
Să-mplinească voia mea    Fulfil my wish 
Să-mi aducă leu legat,    And bring me a tied lion, 
Leu legat, nevătămat    Tied and alive lion 

 

Or, in another version of the same colind, God disappears completely: 

 
Strigă-n lume, cine strigă?   Someone shouts, who shouts? 
Junele bun!     Junele bun! 
Strig-un dalb de-mpăratu   There’s an emperor who shouts 
Cine-n lume s-a aflatu    Who can in this world 
Să-mi aducă leu legatu    Bring me a tied lion 
Leu legat nevătămatu,    A tied and alive lion 
[…]      […] 

 

(Both these carols are extracted from Poruciuc (2017, pp. 228-229)) 

  

In the second quoted version, which most likely pre-dates the first quoted version, there are 

no Christian motifs employed. Their narrative and symbolism betray a pre-Christian origin, 

especially in relation to Thracian culture (Poruciuc 2017, pp. 189-252). There are plenty of 

examples of solstice carols which imply the same story, and in the majority, the Christian 

influence is scarce or none: 

Sus la vița vinului, junelui bun!   Up there where vines grow, junelui bun! 
La umbra gutâiuliu    At the quince tree’s shadow 
Șede-un voinic, odihnește   There’s a young man, resting 
Și calul și-l potcovește.    Fitting horseshoes to his horse. 
Maică-să la el privește    His mother gazes upon him 
Și în lacrimi jăluește    And in tears she laments 
Și din graiu așa grăiește:   And the mother so she spoke: 
-Ce gând, june, ți-ai gândit   What are you, young man, thinking of 
Doar ți-i gând de cătănit,   Do you want to join the army, 
Ori dor de căsătorit?    Or you want to go to marry? 
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El din graiu așa-i grăia:    Then the young man so he saith: 
Maică, măiculeana mea,    Mother, my mother, 
Numi-i gând de cătănit,    I don’t want to join the army, 
Nici de căsătorit;    Nor do I intend to marry; 
Dar mă duc, că-am auzit,   But I am going, for I heard, 
Că sus, în vârful muntelui,   That up there, up on the mountain, 
La poalele bradului,    At the roots of the fir tree,  
Este-un leu, un câne rău;   There’s a lion, nasty hound; 
Eu mă duc, maică, la el    To it mother I will go 
[…]       […] 
Să ne-alegem de viteji:    And let’s clash like brave men: 
În lupta să ne luptăm,    Let us struggle in a battle, 
O’n săbii să ne tăiem,    Let us clash swords with each other, 
O’n pușcă să ne’npuscăm   Let our rifles fight the other 
Se luară, se luptară    And so they fought one another 
Zi de vara, până’n sară;    In a summer, till the evening; 
Când fu soare la sfințit,    When the sun approached its setting, 
Puse voinic pe leu jos;    The young man defeats the lion; 
[…]       […] 

 

 

The mythological fight with the lion takes over the entire narrative, yet no Christian themes 

or characters have been used here. The clash between heroes and lions is a theme whose 

usage has been registered since antiquity, Herakles in his defeat of the Nemean lion being one 

of the many examples. I will contend to mention in passing the Thracian rites of initiation 

practiced in order to mark one’s transition to adulthood, where fighting lions in wilderness 

took place. For those interested in these initiatory rites, Poruciuc (2017) provides several 

paragraphs on this topic. Multiple versions of this colind have more or less the same narrative 

and same scarce usage of Christian motifs, if any at all. At times the chorus makes use of the 

word God in its Christian form but only as an exclamatory syntax, employed in the similar 

manner to the word Alas: 

Poruncit-a împăratul     The emperor asked 
Domnului Doamne,    Domnului Doamne [God] 
Cine’n lume s’a d’aflare    Who in this world, 
S’aducă pe leu legat    Could bring me a lion 
Leu legat nevătămat?    A tied up and alive lion? 
[…]      […] 
 

(Extracted from Viciu (1914, p. 139)) 

 

Interesting is the appearance of a saint in one of the versions, namely St. John the Baptist: 

Până-i Ion, la vânat, Hai Lerui Doamne,  Whilst John, is out there hunting, Hai Lerui Doamne 
Leu’n curte și-a turnat    A lion’s statue he built in his yard 
[…]      […] 
Și-a vânat o mândră fiară.   And he hunted down a proud beast. 
Fiara lui din graiu grăia:    And the beast so it saith: 
-Eu nu sunt cine gândești,   I am not who you think I am 
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Că sunt Ion-Sântion,    I am John-St. John, 
[…]      […] 

 

(Extracted from Viciu (1914, p. 143)) 

 

The narrative is rather tricky, for both a man named John and St. John take part in the action. 

Yet the saint (Sântion) is presented as morphed into a lion who is about to be hunted down. 

St. John’s appearance as theme used in colind is directly proportional with the appearance of 

Virgin Mary in descântece. In other colinde we are told the legend of how St. John is cursed 

by his mother to turn into a faun or a stag spending nine years and nine days in this form 

(Marian 1994, p. 164). It would be fruitful for a deeper analysis to be done on the role of St. 

John in the magical thinking, especially from the perspective of its symbolism. 

Unfortunately, space does not allow me for such an endeavour here and I will leave other 

scholars the pleasure to engage into such study. However, I will mention that St. John has a 

major role in the rites of passage onto the New Year and in colinde which have fertile 

connotations.  

In the next paragraphs I will continue to explore few different winter solstice carols whose 

archaicity has already been established. If Christianity “won” (to use Caraman’s words) over 

the archaic beliefs then we should expect it would have exerted an influence on even the most 

archaic colinde, giving them in one way or another a Christian aspect. Part of this cycle are 

colinde for ready to marry girls (colinde de fată mare) which, as discussed in chapter II, 

inherit plenty of information from fertility cults having as characters animals whose fertile 

symbolism has been analysed in the present thesis. I will not repeat the arguments here but 

rather my intention is to show in a couple of examples how Christianity influenced their texts 

or if any influence exists at all. In a colind called “Marea Mare” (The great Sea) we find the 

motif of the ox and the girl and a narrative devoid of Christian elements: 

Vine marea cât de mare,    Here comes Sea, the great sea 
Măr de aur!     Măr de aur (Golden apple) 
Dar de mare margini n’are   No edges has thee 
[…]      […] 
Noată ‘noată un bou-și negru   Swims and swims a black lil’ bull 
Da’ntre coarne ce mi-și poartă?   What is that between its horns 
Poartă un leagăn de mătasă.   It’s a silken swing that wears 
Dar în leagăn cine șede?    And in swing who’s it that sits 
Da Măriuța d’ochi și negri.   Măriuța with dark eyes. 
Ea șade și chindisește    There she sits and there she works 
[…]      […] 
Ea aude și-mi răspunde:    So she hears and then she answers 
Ho, ho, ho Măriuță, ho!    Stop, stop, stop Măriuță, stop! 
Nu mai cânta-așa frumos,   Stop your beautiful singing 
[…]      […] 
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(Extracted from Viciu (1914, p.135)) 
 

I absolved myself for the sake of space to copy the piece entirely and for the readers who 

wants to read the full colind I direct them to visit the Viciu’s work at the given page. What 

they will discover is that apart from being a beautiful archaic piece with strong mythical 

resonances, there are no Christian elements employed in its narrative. The chorus itself is dry 

of syntaxes that would encompass any Christian characters or terminology. In another colind 

with roughly an almost identical narrative found in Teodorescu (1985 pp. 82-83), the chorus 

presents the typical use of the word God (Christian God) with the meaning of Alas!: 

 

Prin celu cetu    In that sky 
Prin celu nucetu,   In those chestnut trees 
Ler Domne, Ler,   Ler Domne, Ler, (Ler God, Ler) 
Prin celu verde visinetu.   In those green sour-cherry trees 
mi-este-unu leganu de metase,  There’s a silk swing 
[…]     […] 
 

Let me then draw some conclusions based on the exemplified colinde and descântece with 

regards to the Christian influence. Firstly, the reader would have asked himself by now 

whether it is possible to claim only a scarce influence was exercised, since the given 

examples are fragmented or could have been specially selected. It is true (this is a criticism I 

would accept) that the examples could have been more extensive if the space would have 

allowed for such extensive exemplifications. We ought to bear in mind the present thesis 

mingles with two Romanian folkloric phenomena and Scandinavian sources, which makes 

the task of detailed exemplification impossible. I consider that by exemplifying multiple 

versions of the same colind or descântec extracted from different ethnographic works, I was 

able to at least give the reader a gist of how Christianity perpetrated the folklore and stay 

consistent with my main argument that not every aspect of folklore presents what Eliade 

called “Cosmic Christianity”. Furthermore, the present chapter aimed at understanding how 

far Christianity could go in influencing the tradition and history passed on to modern days 

through colinde and descântece, a point which I explored through the usage of various 

examples and comments. Secondly, drawing on the above analysis I claim that my 

presuppositions proved correct. The notion of “Cosmic Christianity” does not seem to expand 

to every element of folklore. The usage of Christian elements is simply not enough to claim a 

true unity between these archaic practices and the new faith. On the contrary, as I pointed out 

and as the examples have shown, Christian motifs or themes are scarcely employed in the 

materials. It would be untrue to claim the analysed phenomena are a beautiful, complete 
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syncretism between pre-pagan themes and Christian dogma. I am more than ready to accept 

however that the present discussion showed a common facet of Christianity: a saint or deity 

whose only Christian connection is primarily its name, but whose traits belong to pre-

Christian characters mirrored by the common folk. 

Thirdly, I believe the intricate argument put forward by Caraman seems to be correct. 

Christianity seems to have tried to replace pagan beliefs by creating purely religious 

Christmas carols when it found it difficult to influence or assimilate the original practices. 

Ironically, the Church’s new created versions drew extensively on the narrative of pagan 

elements. Presumably, if the church was to impose a complete hegemony, there would for 

example exist no religious colinde in the first place. The existence of religious colinde proves 

the split in the magical thinking of common folks, the dichotomic references to calendar 

celebrations showing a cohabitation between pagan practices and a secondary Christian faith. 

In the stories told by Romanian common folk about Earth’s creation and the cosmogonic 

myths, the Christian pantheon takes part in narratives whose frame and actions are entirely 

pagan. As mentioned, the Orthodox calendar is primarily used only as reference to a 

particular day on which pagan celebrations are held. It is hard to believe God decreed that on 

St. Andrew’s Day every Romanian should rub garlic on their house to protect against strigoi. 

nor do we know of any writings where Saint George the Apostle stated that on the days when 

Romanians celebrate him, they should all go to the forest where they should collect European 

Beech tree branches and place them at the entrance of one’s house or courtyard in order to 

celebrate fertility and the arrival of spring. If one went to the South of Romania and asked 

people what do they do on St. George’s day, surprisingly, one would have found out that the 

whole day they are visiting the forests to gather such branches and then have a feast. The 

modern days push these practices into obscurity, now the common folk can’t always go on 

with these practices especially since the 6 p.m. news program is about to present an 

interesting topic that can be debated later with the neighbours. Luckily, in the present 

moment these rites and ancient practices are on the verge of extinction, but not extinct.  

As the reader would have figured by now, the historical potential and the passage of tradition 

are more endangered as a result of modern times than of Christian influences. It was never 

possible for the institutionalized faith to influence these folkloric phenomena in such a way as 

to alter their content or eradicate them. Indeed, the specific characteristics of colinde and 

descântece aided to their own protection against influences. The Church therefore had to 

cohabit with these and at times employed them to gain the like of the common folk. There is 

more to add to the picture. There are couple of other reasons for which the Church could not 
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alter their content or erase them completely. An important reason was the attitude of the 

Church towards the encountered beliefs. Towards the end of this chapter I will expand the 

argument, yet for now let us explore a different way in which Christianity interacted with 

other types of oral sources, namely the three Eddic Poems: Hávamál, Skírnismál and 

Völuspá. This way we can understand better how Christian influence could affect the flow of 

tradition and history within our Romanian sources and whether the analysis was consistent 

and correct. I will take the three Eddic poems one by one and rely on other scholars’ analysis 

paired with my own epistemological analysis to get a better picture. 

 

 

 

Eddic poems and the influence of Christianity within their narratives 
 

Völuspá 

The poem is linked to a time period around 1000 AD in Iceland, a period of ardent 

encouragement of conversion to Christianity (North 2003, p. 403). Its narrative is presenting 

the entire Norse cosmogony yet as it develops, it is possible to observe a decline (primarily 

moral) of the characters and the action. Par exemple some scholars view Baldr’s death as the 

main pointer of a subtle embedding of Christian values in the poem’s narrative, in which the 

god is potentially playing the role of the cleanest, rightest deity dying as results of Loki’s 

doings (North 2003, p. 403) who in turn resembles a Judas. The stanzas describing the 

punishment for those who have done acts denominated as sins by Christians paired with the 

enumeration of what will happen at Ragnarök, resemble a Christian apocalyptic setup 

disguised carefully with Norse terminology, myths and characters. Richard North (2003, 

p.407) noticed striking similarities between Völuspá and bishop Wulfstan’s writings at the 

time of his appointment in London, circa 1000 AD. Even closer parallels exist between the 

Book of Revelation and the narrative of the Eddic poem, which North argues by making use 

of Ursula Dronke and John Mckinell’s work. However, it does not mean the whole poem has 

entirely Christian aims. The extensive knowledge of Old Norse mythology and practices are 

signs telling us its author had a high degree of respect for the “heathen” mythology and faith. 

John Mckinell (2003, p. 367) too showed how Völuspá’s author might have drawn on 

Genesis 1, 1-14 in some parts of the poem with preponderance in stanzas 1-10 where the 

cosmogony of the Norse world is described. Even more peculiar is the presence of the völva 

which at times evokes the Sybils in antiquity. Oðinn seems to know not as much as the 
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seeress, although his two ravens are supposed to make him knowledgeable, not to mention 

Mimir’s head with which the Allfather is in constant discussions according to Norse 

mythology. What we do know is that the Sibylline prophecies were at one time a “trend” in 

the Christian world, forming the topic of many Christian writings on issues of Apocalypse. 

Völva’s speech and her detailed description of the world’s end allude to a sibylline prophecy 

written in Christian terms. Gro Steinsland (2006, pp. 918-925) argued that the author of the 

Eddic poem might have attempted an Old Norse parallel of the Jewish-Christian sybil oracle 

tradition. Indeed, upon reading the poem, it is easy to observe such peculiarities but whether 

or not Völuspá was intended to be a sibylline prophetical parallel of the Christian tradition is 

still open to discussion. What we can say however is that the level of perpetration of 

Christian themes and ideology seems to go very deep into the narrative. Let me now provide 

my own brief analysis of several stanzas where I will compare the apocalyptic setup in 

Völuspá with Christian eschatology in order to observe the deep Christian implications of the 

poem. The Ragnarök as explained in the Eddic poem seems to show some striking 

similarities with the Christian apocalypse. In stanza 38 we are told of a hall where individuals 

resembling Christian sinners are punished: 

 

There she saw wading in turbid streams 
False-oath swearers and murderers; 
and the seducer of another man’s close confidante; 
there Nidhogg sucks the corpses of the dead- 
a wolf tears at men- do you want to know more or what? 
 
 

First issue to which I would like to draw the attention is the tone surrounding the idea of 

seducing another man’s partner. This type of action seems to put those guilty of it in the same 

boat with murderers and oath-breakers. Whilst the Old Norse laws were not very permissive 

with murder, the case of adultery was not a major issue in their legal system. Women enjoyed 

divorce rights and men enjoyed polygamous relationships (Jochens 1995, pp. 17-64). 

Furthermore, Gragas, the Icelandic law codex did not contain harsh punishment for such 

endeavours. The concern in seducing a woman was not tied to sentimentalisms or other 

monogamic aspects but to pure economic circumstances. A woman who prior to an arranged 

marriage would have slept with a man other than her promised husband, would lose 

economical value in the eyes of her parents (Jochens 1995, pp. 17-64). The monogamous 

character of marriage is introduced and encouraged only later, by the new Christian faith, 

which saw adultery as a sin (Jochens 1995, p. 37). We see the same tendency to make 

adultery as big of a sin as murder or oath-breaking in our quoted stanza. One other interesting 
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aspect is the imagery employed overall, which does not resemble other depictions of the 

Norse underworld, rather the scenery seems to be closer to a Greek-Orthodox version of hell 

with its rivers of souls and desolation.  

In another stanza the imagery is once again closer to Christian eschatology than to Old Norse. 

Stanza 44 tells us that: 

 

 

Brother will fight brother and be his slayer 
Sister’s sons will violate the kinship bond; 
Hard it is the world, whoredom abounds 
Axe-age, sword age, shields are cleft asunder. 
Wind-age, wolf-age, before the world plunges headlong 
No man will spare another. 

 

The eschatological implications are in my opinion Christian, the implication of the abundance 

of whoredom having a pure Christian resonance. In a world where sexual endeavours are 

rather common, Christianity, a religion whose monogamic expectations are widely known, 

sees these as demonic and as precursors of the fall of a system engulfed in various decadent 

practices. The concept of whoredom, targeted primarily at women, is in contradiction with 

what we know of Old Norse erotism. Archaeological, sociological and textual analysis have 

shown that an extensive practice of orgiastic rituals at funerals existed. I do not see why 

would the völva speak of such events as pre-cursors of the end of the world, being given they 

were already a part of the socio-religious life of pre-Christian Scandinavia. For now, I 

contend to side with the scholars who maintained that Völuspá is an Eddic poem with a wide 

infusion of Christian ideology, manifested through themes and morals. It is a poem in which 

Old Norse cosmogony and mythology are laid out in order to show, in a subtle manner, the 

insufficiencies of the Old Norse religion in relation to Christianity.  

 

Hávamál  

It seems to be a poem that combines both Christian and pagan themes and motifs. The 

gnomic section abounds in wisdom that is either alluding to Christian ethics or to pagan 

morals. At times, the information of the narrative is contradictory such as drinking and not 

drinking in excess, having wealth and reputation although in other stanzas wealth and 

reputation are discouraged. Upon reading the whole gnomic section, it can be inferred that the 

author collected pieces of wisdom that could easily connect to Christian ideology and morals. 

This would then explain why at times the stanzas contradict each other. Furthermore, the 

gnomic section seems to allude to some of the deadly sins known to Christianity and to 
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Christian virtues of being pious and modest (although various sources tell us that Old Norse 

individuals loved to engage in knowledge contests and tell the stories of their expeditions). 

Once again, we see women portrayed as the most untrustworthy beings, for “deceit lodged in 

their breast” as stanza 84 narrates. My brief epistemological presuppositions ought to be 

weighed against the general traits of gnomic poems, which consist of sharing common 

knowledge expressed through ways autonomous to the culture in which they are born 

(Mckinell 2007, p. 78). One such example is the piece of wisdom regarding old men that we 

find in stanza 31: 

I advise you Loddfafnir, to take this advice 
It will be useful if you learn it,  
Do you good if you have it: 
At a grey-haired sage you should never laugh! 
Often what the old say is good; 
Often from a wrinkled bag come judicious words, 
From the one who hangs around with hides 
And skulks among the skins 
And lurks about the low-born. 

 

This stanza resonates with the general advice given in other gnomic works, in which one 

encourages to respect what the Elders have to say, for example see Ecclesiasticus 8.6.  

Mckinell (2007, p. 109) claimed that the part he calls the poem of sexual intrigue (stanzas 83-

110) shows an author who saw the Norse gods as literary elements to help promote subjective 

ideas regarding how unreliable men and women are when involved in romantic affairs. The 

scholar concluded his argument by claiming the gnomic section and Loddfáfnismál have 

strong Christian tonality that betray a late origin in comparison with the other parts (Mckinell 

2007, p. 111). 

Ljóðatal section describes nine songs, eighteen spells and ends with a nine lines stanza. 

Allusions to Christ’s crucifixion have been proposed by scholars yet it might have been mere 

unintentional influence from the side of the author who collected and put in writing this last 

part. This section in my opinion is pagan par excellence, being given the subject of its 

narrative and the existence of the magical numbers in its frame. One reason for which this 

section might have been copied is that, similarly to what we see in the Romanian descântece, 

what the practice alluded to was so widespread at the time that the compiler decided to write 

it down and include it in Hávamál due to its allusions to Oðinn. Changes of metre, words and 

at times narrative of Hávamál seem to mark the editorial influence as highlighted by 

Mckinell, Quinn Judith (1992) and Clunie-Ross (1990). Being given the rough dating of the 

different parts of the poem, the task of putting the finger down on the origin of the Christian 

motifs in the work becomes a hard labour. What we can distinguish is the downgraded aspect 
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of Norse deities whose time seemed to have passed but whose rites kept surviving through 

the Viking Age. 700-1000 AD was a period of deep syncretism and attempts to turn the 

heathens away from their old pantheon towards the horizon of the new Christian faith, and 

Hávamál seems to be aligned with these events. I ought to remind the reader of the previous 

discussion on performance and orality where we saw how in the process of transcription, the 

information is infused at times with one’s views at the moment of writing.  

 

 

 

 

Skírnismál  

This poem is a matter of debate for the majority of scholars of Scandinavian religions. What I 

will do in this discussion will consist of presenting the scholars’ view on the Christian 

influences followed by my own analysis and presuppositions.  

Gro Steinsland (1990) gave an interesting analysis of the Eddic poem, claiming that it shares 

similar motifs with the narrative of the Christian Genesis. The argument was supported by the 

scholar through a parallelism of characters and actions in the two writings, which are 

summarised as follows: 

 

 

Genesis      Skírnismál 

 

Snake seduces Eve     Skírnir seduces Gerðr  

Couple lives in Eden garden    Couple will meet in the grove of Barri 

Eve is tempted with an apple    Gerðr is tempted with apples and gifts 

Woman is cursed by sexual dependence  Gerðr is cursed by sexual intercourse 

Thistle is used as a curse    Thistle is used to curse 

Couple is expelled from the Garden   Couple will unite in the Garden 

 

The sources function here as opposites, having contrary outcomes whilst implying the same 

motifs. Where God in Genesis suffers a defeat, in Skírnismál the Vanir god wins the giantess. 

The consequences of their actions seem to be fatal in both situations, Steinsland maintaining 

that whilst in Genesis the consequence is the existence of death, in the Eddic poem these 

consequences are hinted at by the line: of all gods and the elves, no one wishes/ that we 
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should be together. I believe the scholar omits here the general tendencies of Norse pantheon 

to see giants as antagonists, a matter that echoes across all mythological stories of the Norse 

Gods. 

By picturing the woman in sexual dependence through cursing, the two sources show the 

same motif used in a similar manner. The scholar claims that the thistle is the “quintessence 

of whatever Gerðr is threatened by” (Steinsland 1990, p. 321). Once again, I am inclined to 

question Steinsland’s argument. The plant in question appears in stanza 31 and nowhere else 

as a term of comparison for the dull, dry life the giantess will suffer. That Christian 

mythology makes use of the thistle means nothing, for the plant functions in Christian myths 

as it functions for example in the Roman charms or Romanian descântec, that is, as a parallel 

term to the secluded, deserted, dry life one is to expect if cursed. Steinsland mentions the 

work of Harris who maintained that thistle was used by Germanic tribes in their charms and 

stories. She also mentions Olsen (1964) who claimed Germanic runes had an extensive use of 

the thistle motif. However, she disbeliefs these arguments, claiming the presence of the thistle 

in a complex mythical narrative means more than an inherited symbolism from Germanic 

tribes (Stenisland 1990, p. 322). She proposes four hypotheses for the presence of biblical 

motifs in Skírnismál: 

1. The poet used Jewish-Christian myths of the Fall and applied them in a poem using 

pagan characters; 

2. The poet interpreted the Christian myth and recreated a pagan myth based on it; 

3. The poet used biblical motifs to create an opposite story; 

4. The poet attempted a remythologisation of the myth in Genesis, a process associated 

with Christian Gnostics. 

Based on these hypotheses the scholar concludes that a degree of influence was exercised on 

the poem, especially through the usage of the myth of Genesis (Steinsland 1990, p. 326). I 

ought to advance a fifth hypothesis which claims that the poem lacks vast Christian influence 

yet due to the resemblances to Christian Genesis, the compiler of CR decided to embed it in 

his manuscripts. It seems the poem rather perfectly resembles the structure of magic charms. 

The use of apples is not only a Christian motif for apples played important roles in various 

magico-mythical systems. As an example, the literary analysis of the symbolism of apples in 

Romanian folklore showed that the motifs of golden apples predate the arrival of Christianity 

on these lands (Antonescu 2016, pp. 411-414). If we are to notice the usage of apple motifs in 

other Old Norse legends and myths, we find the motifs of apples in relation to Iðunn. Her 
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apples function similarly to apples in the Romanian folklore, as life giving or youth 

preserving rather than death bringing, as we find in Christianity. 

The use of the thistle is a widespread element of comparison in magical charms, despite 

sharing common symbolic meanings in Christian myths (Harris 1975, pp. 26-33). Harris 

(1975) had shown its connection to Germanic tribe who primarily used it in charms and 

curses. Skírnismál’s narrative often alludes to magic, especially by using runes to charm. 

Stanza 26 mentions a “taming wand” that will make Gerðr tame, as Skírnir wants her to be. 

Stanza 32 mentions going “to the forest, to the sap rich tree/ to get a magic twig;/ a magic 

twig I got” and the following stanza speaks of the “magic-mighty wrath of the gods” that the 

giantess brought down upon herself. And most importantly, stanza 36 says: 

‘Ogre’ I carve for you and three runes: 
lewdness and frenzy 
and unbearable desire 
I can carve that off, as I carved that on, 
if there is need of this. 

 

What we see here is the direct curse implying the use of runes. The giantess is charmed 

through a love curse to become offensively lustful, frenzied and to have burning desires. A 

similar charm exists in Hávamál, stanza 161, in the 16th enumerated charm for wining a 

“clever woman’s heart and love-play”. Oðinn claims that by using the charm he can “turn the 

thought of the white-armed woman / and change her mind entirely”. Is not this that Gerðr 

suffers in Skírnismál after Skírnir tells her of the runes he carved? Stanza 36 quoted above 

precedes the sudden acceptance of the marriage with Freyr. Adding to the picture, we can see 

Skírnismál has the perfect structure of charms in the parts where cursing is involved. Love 

charms and incantations have an identical narrative scheme with what we see in the Eddic 

poem. The victim is cursed to suffer, to be restless, to be sexually deprived and frenzied until 

meeting the one who charmed him/her. From stanza 26 to stanza 36 we find the same 

narrative frame, beginning with Gerðr being cursed to be sexually deprived, restless, to end 

up with an ogre or no man at all and culminating with her being cursed to become frantic, 

having “unbearable desires” and lust. Stanzas prior to stanza 26 seem to serve as introduction 

on how the charms and curses function. Freyr desires the giantess and Skírnir is willing to go 

woo her. Interesting to mention is that Skírnir’s journey is similar to that of the snake in the 

Romanian love magic charms, at times even their appearance being in resemblance. The 

name Skírnir derives from the Norse word for light or yellow shine. The Romanian 

descântece for love generally describe the snake as a large being with golden scales and fire 

tongues going to victims in order to unsettle or curse them to suffer from love until they meet 
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the ones that sent the beast. We know by now the symbol of the snake in fertility cults. It is 

worth to mention the fertile cult of Freyr himself as a Vanir God. Skírnismál presents the 

motif of the fertile hero who goes on a horse and by-passes, in an initiation ritual, the 

guardian of the future wife as we see in stanzas 10 to 12.  

Most likely, Skírnismál in its oral form, inspired from the Scandinavia folklore, served as a 

beautiful reiteration of the power of charms, a widespread practice in European, Asian and 

African continent long before Christianity was created. Its resemblance of Christian motifs 

probably made its existence agreeable during and after the Conversion period of Scandinavia 

since folkloric elements and practices could co-habit with the Christian faith. I therefore 

claim that Skírnismál is not a Christian influenced work. Whilst the story told might resemble 

the Edenic myth (although I believe the arguments of Steinsland are farfetched at times), in 

general the poem is probably a reiteration of how magical charms and runes work in practice. 

Its appearance in Codex Regius would most probably be due to its extensive performance and 

its long existence in the oral tradition, some scholars believing it was also intended for 

dramatic re-enaction. Perhaps the editor of the manuscript viewed the poem as a potential 

allusion to Christian myths. The constant struggle to overcome Scandinavian paganism 

forced clerics to make use of any methods they had at hand, hence why it is plausible that a 

cleric could use Skírnismál to explain the Christian Genesis. This however makes of 

Skírnismál a good tool in explaining Christianity through the prism of native stories and not a 

work infused with Christian influence. 

 

Let me then draw some general conclusions on the impact of Christianity in both Romanian 

and Scandinavian material. Firstly, the attitude of the church towards the material discussed 

is in both territories directly proportional with the level of Christian influence. The 

Scandinavian Christianity, through a careful and smart process of conversion, made use of 

various conversion methods to accustom the heathens with the new faith. Völuspá and 

Hávamál give plenty of instances where one could identify morals and values associated with 

the Christian belief. On the other hand, the current discussion had also shown that in 

Romanian colind and descântec Christianity was unable to exercise the same degree of 

influence as in Scandinavian poems. Instead, in Romania, Christianity tried to adopt and 

create new phenomena, similar to the ones encountered which led to the existence of 

religious versions of the pre-Christian traditions. Secondly, whilst syncretic ideas are better 

understood in the Eddic works (Hávamál and Völuspá) we cannot claim a similar trait in 

Skírnismál, colinde and descântece. As I already mentioned in the Romanian context, a 
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strong syncretism that lead to what Eliade called “cosmic Christianity” might exist, yet it 

does not seem to manifest in archaic colinde or in descântece. If the stubbornness of the 

pagan practices was a problem in Scandinavia, then colinde and descântece took this 

stubbornness to a whole new level. 

 

Different Church attitudes meant different degrees of influence 
 

Throughout the present thesis I maintained the idea that in Romania, the Church attitude 

played a role in the survivability of the analysed folkloric phenomena. In the following 

paragraphs I will attempt to deepen the argument through an analysis of both Scandinavian 

and Romanian Churches from the perspective of their attitude towards the encountered 

beliefs.  

Europe faced one big attempt of Christianity to repress and deny the existence of practices 

who were directly opposing Christian morals, experience that culminated with the death of 

thousands of individuals accused of heresy during the Inquisition. For a large time period, 

Inquisition meant a direct attempt to eradicate what the Catholic and Protestant Church 

denominated as heretic practices and individuals. This is not to say that Orthodoxism did not 

have a similar aim, with Russian Orthodox Church engaging into the same witch hunts. Yet 

the more Southern we go, the more we notice a less aggressive nature of Christian-Orthodox 

Church who rather than directly oppressing the pre-Christian rites, preferred to assimilate and 

only then relinquish them (Curșeu 2013, p.42). One can also say that Orthodox Church in the 

Mediterranean territory was more unitary and solid, having less “dogmatic arguments” 

(Curșeu 2013, p. 43). Furthermore, in the Romanian region, Orthodox dogma rarely imposed 

a capital punishment for heresies. Why was this so? 

A primary argument is that in the territories of what we call today Romania, the laws were 

part of an oral tradition based on church cannons and the judgement of elders. Secondary to 

this, we have the notion that in the Mediterranean Orthodoxism, Satan never enjoyed the 

powers attributed to him by other branches of Christianity, in the sense in which his powers 

were easily counteracted by the Orthodox canonical guidance (Curșeu 2013, p. 44-47). Then 

we have the notion that heretical endeavours were not matters of interest for common folk 

only. In one of the first written law documents called Pravila de la Govora, created primarily 

for the clergy, we find laws directed to the priests who amongst their activities included the 

art of enchanting with the aids of herbs and other paraphernalia (Candrea 1944, p. 194). The 

same priests practiced rites similar to descântece and punishment for doing so included 
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various canonical sanctions such as being unable to receive the Eucharist for ten to twenty 

years (Curșeu 2013, p.50). Interesting to note is that in the Transylvanian region, where the 

Lutheran influence was fiercer, the fight against heretics began to take a similar facet of the 

non-Mediterranean witch hunts. I ought to mention that in my search of material for the 

present study, I discovered that ethnographic compendiums contain more archaic colinde and 

descântece from other regions than Transylvania. Transylvania also experienced attempts to 

implement Calvinistic Christianity in some of its territories but against such attempts stood 

Orthodox priests who encouraged the population to return to the old Orthodox faith which 

they claimed was rooted in the national feeling long before Calvinist protestants arrived 

(Cosma 2015, p. 44). 

Returning to the idea that many times the clergy itself were practicing the magic charms, V.S. 

Cosma wrote an intricate article on the role of the priest as an enchanter in Transylvania. The 

academic mentions an attempt of bishops and metropolitans to “purify” Christian religious 

life, by removing foreign customs and feasts embed in Church’s practices (Cosma 2019, p. 

49). Furthermore, the scholar successfully demonstrates a facet of Romanian Orthodoxy, 

namely its important role in healing practices. Analysing one of the most popular Romanian 

liturgical books from 19th century, the scholar identifies a variety of apotropaic healing 

prayers, giving one example of a prayer for “năjit” an affliction for which a vast range of 

descântece exists. The book also contains rituals and prayers for regulating life, blessing 

animals and humans or for the fertility of the land (Cosma 2019, p. 52) and by the words of 

the scholar, these rituals were used to “restore an unbalanced order”. A similar definition was 

given to the rite of descântec. What we see in Cosma’s article is the priest taking the role of 

an enchanter using prayers and rites which are pre-Christian at origins. Just as it was the case 

with the religious colinde, with prayers and rites functioning as the descântec making use of 

Christian motifs, themes and setup exist. Cosma (2019) mentions that the clergy were under 

constant requests from the common folk to practice such special rites until late 1900 when the 

Church began to slowly remove them from the later editions of the book. The Church was 

unable to remove the folk rites and therefore had to respond to the demands of enacting 

similar rites in a Christian setup. The process of Christianising magic charms is attributed to 

the monks who were the “only literate minority of Romanian society” (Cosma 2019, p. 55). 

Where does the Church stand in relation to the Romanian winter solstice carol and magic 

charms? Firstly, Orthodox Church attempts to eliminate these practices by a process of 

annexation and elimination which naturally led to a creation of religious versions of the same 

rites, unable to overcome the usage of their original counterpart. What the Church failed to 
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realise was that common folk readily used the folkloric phenomena in both their profane and 

religious form. By 1900 the Church realised they kept preserving pre-Christian elements and 

began a process of their removal from the religious books and Christian rites. Secondly, the 

Orthodox faith had a more detached attitude in South-East Europe, with preponderance in the 

Mediterranean area, than Catholicism had in Western and Central Europe. The lack of capital 

punishment for heresy and the creed that Satan could not preside over the material world 

gave the enchanters a freedom to continue their practices almost unhindered by the 

institutionalized faith. The population itself benefited from these attitudes, as visiting an 

enchanter would become a less obscure activity which in turn enhanced the social status of 

the practitioners. Thirdly, in relation to colinde, the Church never had a say in their 

performance or existence. Deeply rooted in the social system of common folk long before 

Christianity set foot on these lands, the Romanian colind continued its long life almost 

unhindered by the new dogma. What followed was a coexistence with these yearly rites and a 

blend with the folklore in general. Before ending the conclusion, I would like to draw 

attention towards the relation Church-colinde by referring to an argument of Caraman (1983, 

p.17) where he presents the case of Ukraine’s Church in relation to colinde. The scholar 

mentions that in Ukraine the winter solstice carols rites always begin from the Church of the 

community with the priest playing the role of the group leader (vătaf). It is he who gives the 

groups (cete) guidance, splits them properly and assigns their territory. What we know of 

Ukraine is that in religious affairs, the greatest influences came from the Russian Orthodox 

Church which as Curșeu (2013) points out, encouraged the witch hunts during the inquisition. 

Interesting is that closer to the Mediterranean the priest does not enjoy these qualities. The 

Romanian group leader is the most cultured man with Church playing no roles in the rite of 

colinde. For Ukrainians the winter solstice rites rarely start without the priest’s blessings. At 

times the Ukrainian Church itself sends special groups that sing religious carols, bringing the 

gifts back to the Church vault (Caraman 1983, p. 21). There is no record of similar practices 

on Romanian territory.  I therefore believe the attitude of the Orthodox Christianity in 

Romania had a significant role in the preservation of these folkloric phenomena, allowing the 

flow of tradition and history to continue with few influences. 

Let me now turn my attention to the attitude of Christianity in Scandinavia. This way the 

analysis done in the context of Christian influence within the three Eddic poems can be 

weighed against the attitude of Christianity itself in Old Norse society.  

Once Scandinavia began to form more solid, unified regions during the Viking Age period, 

Christianity itself began an expansion from mainland territories towards its more 
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marginalised regions. Christian Norwegian leaders looking over Iceland, allowed the co-

existence of Christianity and Old Norse beliefs. By now place names, myths and legends 

alongside family traditions were still vivid, with Christianity having no option but to allow 

for their existence (DuBois 1999, pp. 10-11). Writers now gazed upon their ancestral roots 

from the perspectives of Christians. When considering the religious matters of Scandinavia, 

one must keep in mind a variety of inter-connected factors such as economic, societal and 

environmental. Different Scandinavian territories had long histories of interaction at both a 

cultural and economic level. Simply put, different communities were already acquainted with 

the process of accepting and embedding within their own society various external cultural 

material. From a functional and theological view, Scandinavian Christianity was not unitary 

(DuBois 1999, pp. 33-34). Different patron saints sparked conflicts amongst the newly 

converted regions with each community upholding their saint as the greatest in power. It 

seems however that Christianity was present in both Catholic and Orthodox form in the 

Viking Age Scandinavia. At the level of common folk, both these branches of Christianity 

remained non-intrusive, people maintaining their ancestral traditions despite the pro-active 

attitude of the Christian clergy to promote the new faith (DuBois 1999, p. 39). Christianity 

attempted to convert the “heathens” through a display of potency and superiority of the 

Messianic dogma in contrast with the Old Norse gods, at times embarrassing the 

Scandinavian pantheon through tailored Norse legends and myths that aimed at showing the 

Norse pantheon insufficiencies (DuBois 1999, p. 40). This in turn gave way to Christian 

writers to extensively make use of Scandinavian mythology, deities and ritualic elements, 

pervading these with Christian narratives. In this sense the Church served as a mechanism for 

preserving pre-Christian elements. A truism is that at least before 11th century, Old Norse 

rites were still ruling over the domain of the sacred. To support this argument, I ought to 

remember as example the fine a Christian had to pay for its absence from the sacrifices 

practiced at Upsala, matter reiterated by Snorri himself when the Christian king Hákon was 

demanded to join the annual feast held in the honour of the Norse Gods (DuBois 1999, p. 43). 

Unable to convert through sheer pressure, Christianity seems to have adopted interesting 

methods to achieve its aim, using both its literate clergy and the political tension in 

Scandinavia. By mending narratives, the writers of sagas and Edda were able to show the 

downfall of paganism under the power of Christianity. Snorri himself was part of this 

process. We see in his Óláfs saga Tryggvasonar the victory of the Christian king (Oláfr) over 

a pagan ruler (Jarl Hakon) which Snorri uses as characters to show the moral inferiority of the 

pagan Gods and the limited extension of their powers compared to the Christian God. Snorri 
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creates a utopic version of a Christian when he presents his literary king. This example, one 

of many, of how Messianic belief approached the process of conversion, resembles the reality 

of the Viking Age. In a society where speech, knowledge and political bonds were highly 

esteemed, the new faith and its supporters seemed to have adhered to the rules of the game 

and pro-actively promote its dogma through methods that made use of these traits of Old 

Norse society. In turn, this does not mean the same attitude was kept over the years. 

Christianity used other known methods of conversion such as demonization of the 

Scandinavian gods, condescendence of heathen practices and so on. It is also right to claim 

that a syncretism between Norse religion and Christian belief was existent before the Viking 

Age, when more serious attempts of conversion were made. This syncretism, developed over 

a long period of time, made it possible for the Conversion process to become smoother giving 

way to an extensive and large approach of the clergy to convert. At stake were social and 

political factors which gave the upper hand to Christianity which settled in without too much 

direct repression from the Old Norse Gods. There are reasons to believe that what we know 

of Oðinnic pantheon (having Oðinn as the highest of gods) is the result of an encounter with 

Christian faith long before the Viking Age. As evidence stand the place cults and 

archaeological discoveries dated before this time period, which alluded to the worship of 

primarily three gods, Freyr, Freyja and Þórr. Careful analysis of the surviving Old Norse 

mythology points in the same direction. If this claim is closer to the historical truth, then it 

would be easier to explain why Viking Age constituted the transition period towards 

Christianity and why it was in this period that a large bulk of Christian literary work using 

Old Norse mythology was created. Margaret Clunies-Ross (2005, p. 118) held that contact of 

Old Norse society with Christianity was done as early as 9th century AD. The influence of 

Christianity could primarily be experienced in poetry with poets being encouraged to devise 

new kennings with Christian elements so they can praise the new Christian rulers (Clunies-

Ross 2005, p. 121) yet Snorri and his nephews restored the usage of old kennings adding 

Christian elements to them. By doing this, Snorri linked pre-Christian history with 

Christianity in a typological-thinking manner (Clunies-Ross 2005, p. 123). What this means 

is that in order to make the transition easier, Christian writers had to rely once again on 

resemblances between the old creeds and new faith probably in order to make it easier for the 

Scandinavian population to accept the Christendom. Pre-Christian legends continued to be 

used to parallel Christ’s actions i.e. opening of Fenrir’s jaws and the forced opening of Hell’s 

mouth by Christ (Clunies-Ross 2005, p. 123).  
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It is now time to draw some conclusions on the attitude of the Scandinavian Christianity in 

relation to the existence of the Old Norse faith and Eddic writings. Firstly, the existence of 

writings on Scandinavian mythology and religion would not be possible without the work of 

Christian writers. Whether nostalgia or political reasons led to this is still open to debate yet 

what matters most is to acknowledge that writers by extensively using Norse mythology in 

their work were able to record a plenitude of Pre-Christian information.  

Secondly, in its conversion attempts, Christianity made use of the heathen socio-mythological 

system in order to exemplify the superior position on which the Christian God was standing. 

However, when using pagan myths, the Christian authors did not seem to show a pure 

rejectionist attitude. Rather aware of the persistence of Old Norse faith and its deep roots in 

Scandinavians’ life, the clergy sought to capitalize on the ongoing syncretism between 

Christianity and Old Norse beliefs that developed over hundreds of years. Just like skalds 

found hard to write Christian kennings, so common folk would have had second thoughts on 

adopting rites and practices that at times might have seemed diametrically different. A 

negotiation and parallelism of motifs had to exist alongside a smooth and clever denunciation 

of the old faiths thorough displaying the insufficiencies of the pagan creeds, in order to make 

the easier transition to the new faith.  

Thirdly, to capitalize over Norse faith, Christianity had to use politics and kings acquainted 

with old practices but who publicly accepted and promoted Christianity. At times, such rulers 

acted as negotiators between the two belief systems, evidence that comes from the historical 

sources which have shown that rulers accepted within their regions both Christian and Norse 

practices. Eventually rulers would begin to push more and more for the Conversion process 

to speed up. This now gave the writers the ability to capitalize on the freedom to use Norse 

mythology as means of displaying the superiority of Christianity. Intuiting that they would 

have to negotiate between the two faiths, writers began to tailor more and more legends or 

stories and parallels which alluded to Christian ideals and values but expressed through Norse 

mythology, legends and other stories. This way not only they could get the trust of the 

common folk, but they would ultimately exert enough influence to encourage a large-scale 

process of fast Conversion. In a sense, though not dry of bloody encounters, the conversion of 

Scandinavia consisted of smart tactics and a long communication between Christianity and 

Old Norse society. In this context, only closer to the end of the Viking Age did the Church 

change its attitude from a smoother process to a more active and perpetrative attitude.  
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In this short discussion on the attitude of the Christian faith in Viking Age Scandinavia and 

modern times Romania, I aimed to explore the role Christianity played in the existence of 

pre-Christian rites and practices and in the tradition and history of the analysed materials, the 

Eddic poems, the descântece and colinde. From the onset we can draw some parallels 

between the two territories. Firstly, whilst in Romania, the Christian-Orthodox attempts to 

assimilate and relinquish local rites and practices resulted in the creation of similar rites but 

in Christian terms, during the Viking Age Scandinavia we see a Christianity that used local 

mythology to promote the Christian faith. Where the Messianic creed in Romania failed, it 

managed to win in Scandinavia. However, in both instances we see a long period of co-

existence of pre-Christian and Christian practices. The common element to both regions, that 

led to this situation lies in the common folk’s refusal to easily give up the practices they held 

on to for generations. In this sense, the stubbornness of the pre-Christian faiths forces 

Christianity to accept their existence at the onset of its arrival.  

Secondly, the attitude of the Church in Romania and Scandinavia (during the Viking Age) 

was not fully repulsive but rather condescending towards the encountered beliefs. 

Furthermore, whilst in Romania there was only canonical punishment for such heretic rites, 

in Scandinavia only closer to the end of the Viking Age we start to observe stronger 

punishment for these heathen beliefs.  

Thirdly, the attitudes of Church in both instances is best understood once we acknowledge 

the role of the clergy in the preservation of the pre-Christian mythology, legends and 

practices. In both instances we saw clergy acting as a negotiator, preserver of rites and 

mythology and even as practitioners of pre-Christian rituals. Through them we can observe 

the intricate level at which Christianity and the pagan beliefs interacted.  

Given these arguments, in both instances the Church played an important role. Whilst in 

Romania, Church’s attitude helped towards a better preservation of the non-Christian 

phenomena, in Scandinavia the attitude led to Christians themselves to be the sole recorders 

of Norse mythology and pagan practices in writing. However, whilst in Scandinavia we see 

Christian motifs deeply embed in the majority of writings from Viking Age, the Romanian 

colind and descântec seem to have avoided this deep perpetration of Christianity within their 

narrative. Finally, this chapter provided the answer to the question of how much Christian 

influence was exercised on magic charms and winter solstice carols. As the analysis have 

shown the Christian influence within the narrative of our Romanian phenomena was scarce or 

none, a condition aided by the attitude of the Church itself in Romania. 
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Conclusions 
 

At the beginning of this paper I posed the question whether it is possible for the two folkloric 

phenomena to contain valuable historical and traditional information. When I used the word 

“traditional” I referred primarily to the tradition and practices that were kept through 

generations in the narratives of colinde and descântece. Furthermore, I attempted parallels 

with the three Eddic Poems in order to support the arguments for the Romanian material, 

since both the Scandinavian and Romanian material existed in the oral tradition of their 

respective territory.  Another question posed was whether it is possible to trace the 

information identified in these phenomena back, as close as possible to its roots, may it be 

cults, practices or archetypal stories.  Lastly, I asked whether Christian influence could hinder 

the passage of information in the winter solstice carols and magic charms. These were all 

questions that were attempted to be answered as accurately as possible throughout the main 

body of this paper. Beginning with chapter one, after introducing the material I was going to 

work with in as much depth as possible for the readers to acquaint themselves with it, the aim 

was to explore whether information preserved in the body of our material could or could not 

change depending on performance. Ethnopaleographic method had shown that in the case of 

colinde the performance ought to have stayed as close to original as possible, which in turn 

means it is possible to argue for a viable historical and traditional content within the narrative 

of colinde. Their performance was kept close to their origins at the Roman Saturnalia and 

Dionysiac celebrations which made it possible to conclude that from a performance 

perspective there were few instances when the information could have been altered. On the 

other hand, I argued that for descântece the oral-formulaic theory seems to be satisfied almost 

entirely, which in turn means that the phenomenon in discussion survived since antiquity with 

few modifications, if any at all. Tied to its performance is the way in which the magic charm 

is passed down to future generations. Only few elements could hinder the information within 

the magic charm as I have shown, yet usually the process of acquiring the magic charm 

through “stealing” kept its information safe enough to only allow minor regional and 

terminological influences.  

For both magic charms and winter solstice carols it seems that their performance aided 

towards the preservation of information within their narratives. This whole analysis would 

have not been possible without a parallel with the Scandinavian poems in which methods of 
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analysing performance were already used by scholars. By looking at how performance 

studies helped understand the Eddic poems from a perspective of their content and historical 

value, I was able to use the same studies in the context of Romanian sources. Furthermore, I 

was able to understand better how orality and performance could affect the oral poems when 

passed onto writing by their transcribers. Overall, in chapter I, I was able to deal with issues 

of orality and performance which in turn allowed me to tackle the main question from the 

perspective of viability of the traditional and historical information preserved in colinde and 

descântece. 

The chapter that satisfied best the proposed hypothesis was Chapter II. The historical and 

traditional potential was best shown through a textual analysis of both magic charms and 

winter solstice carols, where I identified a series of myths, cults and their symbolism, rites 

and practices from Neolithic period onwards, many pre-dating the arrival of Christianity in 

the Mediterranean area. Archetypal myths were present in the body of colinde amongst which 

it was possible to identify the great flood, the cosmogonic myth which involves 

disembodiment of a being, a myth specific to pagan beliefs whose archaicity is incontestable. 

Yet the most important aspects of the analysis of colinde in this chapter was the ability to 

trace their sources and observe how their rite and narratives stood consistent until present 

times. This in turn reiterated the argument presented by the study of their performance, 

namely that they remained unchanged having a bountiful amount of historical and traditional 

information that passed almost unhindered by external and internal factors.  

A similar analysis was done with the magic charms. Textual analysis was done by comparing 

the modern Romanian magic charms with their ancient or antique counterparts in order to 

observe whether variations existed within their narrative frames and symbolism of the 

elements used. Greek magical papyri and other mentions of magic charms in antiquity had 

shown that changes suffered were minimal, at the level of terminology and at times the 

actants of the narratives, yet apart from those minor changes the magic charms remained the 

same. An interesting discovery was the taxonomies provided by thinkers such as Cato or 

Pliny which I identified in the Romanian magic charm as well. This led towards the 

possibility to verify my presuppositions of the survivability of magic charms.  

Lastly, to explore a direct tradition and history within the magic charms and winter solstice 

carols I carefully analysed the presence of two animals and the instances in which they 

appeared. Analysis of the appearance of the horned animal in the body of colinde had shown 
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its tied connection to perhaps the largest cult of antiquity, that of Dionysus. I dedicated few 

paragraphs to the cults that pre-dated the Dionysiac faith in order to show how far back was 

the symbolism of the horned animal used and how in colinde this Neolithic symbolism keeps 

existing. The analysis showed the presence of the horned animal in the winter solstice carols 

is not mere coincidence since by taking into consideration the rites and practices at their 

origins and the widespread Dionysiac cult in the Mediterranean, I could argue for their 

survival in the colinde. The association of colinde with the magical domain satisfied my 

findings since I saw the presence of the Dionysiac cult in descântece too, which are a magic 

phenomenon par excellence. Here the relation snake-hazel wood-strigoi-garlic had shown 

precisely Dionysiac faith elements preserved within the narrative of descântece. I have 

reasons to believe I am perhaps amongst the first to have acknowledged such connection 

between the aforementioned elements and the Dionysiac cult extensively practiced within 

Romanian lands by their Thracian ancestors. The snake motif seemed to have stayed 

consistent with its Neolithic cults symbolism and later with the Dionysiac beliefs in both 

descântece but also in the magical thinking of common folk, which in turn satisfied the 

hypothesis of this thesis, that magic charms are indeed preservers of history and tradition 

within their narratives. 

Finally, in Chapter III my aim was to reiterate the originality of the information within winter 

solstice carols and magic charms by showing how Christianity scarcely influenced them. 

Here I chose to once again refer to Eddic Poems in order to show how a Christian influenced 

oral production and whether my claims were deemed true in the Romanian context. By 

exemplifying and textually analysing colinde and descântece for potential Christian motifs 

present within them, I aimed and succeeded to uphold the argument related to a scarce 

influence of Christianity on their narratives. What I also unveiled was the incapacity of the 

Christian faith to overcome the encountered practices in the lands of what is today Romania. 

Unable to erase or modify their content as to aid processes of conversion as we saw in the 

Eddic Poems, the Orthodox Church only managed to co-exist with these phenomena and at 

times created its own religious versions. Simply put, Christianity seemed to have failed to 

influence the narratives of both colinde and descântece as it did with two of the Eddic Poems, 

Völuspá and Hávamál. I ought to mention that throughout the analysis of the Eddic Poems 

from the perspective of Christian influence, the poem Skírnismál pleasantly surprised me, for 

it seemed it suffered almost no Christian influence but was probably used to convert the 

heathens or written down in CR since it could be used for parallels with Christian stories and 
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myths. What the analysis of both Scandinavian and Romanian sources have shown is that 

where Christianity failed in Romania, it managed to win in Scandinavia when referring to the 

level of influence on the oral productions, on rites and beliefs. Finally, in this chapter I aimed 

to show the connection between the attitude of the Churches in both regions and the reasons 

for which I claimed scarce influence in Romanian material and extensive influence in the 

Scandinavian poems. Furthermore, I aimed at showing how the Romanian magic charms and 

winter solstice carols lived a life unhindered by the Christian dogma, allowing the common 

folk the ability to refer to both pre-Christian and Christian systems of beliefs. Such a 

detached attitude towards practices encountered in Romanian territory led to an extensive 

survivability of colinde and descântece, allowing for the information present within their 

narrative to remain primarily unchanged. By looking at the way Scandinavian Church took a 

pro-active attitude in the conversion, I was able to identify the connection of such attitude 

with the level of influence exercised in the Eddic Poems. This chapter answered the last 

question of the present thesis regarding potential viability of the information preserved in the 

colinde and descântece. 

 

Summary of the main questions and identified answers 
 

In the beginning of this paper I asked several questions related to the presented 

hypothesis. These questions were as follows: 

 

1. Is it possible to speak of the Romanian magic chants and Christmas carols as 

propagators of tradition and history? 

 

2. How could performance and orality alter the originality of the information 

within the two folkloric phenomena? 

 

3. Can we identify the cults, traditions and practices which have survived in the 

narratives of these folkloric phenomena and trace these back to their origins? 

 

4. How much Christian influence was exercised on magic charms and winter 

solstice carols? 

 

The analysis of the present thesis has provided with the following answers to the main questions 

posed: 

1. The Romanian magic chants and winter solstice carols do propagate historical 

and traditional information through their narratives. 
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2. The performance and orality did not affect the originality of the information 

preserved in these folkloric phenomena; the findings showed their performance 

stood consistent until present times. 

 

3. Archetypal myths, Roman celebrations and practices, Dionysiac and Neolithic 

cults seem to constitute the origins of the information preserved within the 

colinde and descântece, as identified in chapter II. 

 

4. The Christian influence exercised on colinde and descântece was minimal or 

none, which in turn reiterates the originality of the identified historical and 

traditional information. 

 

Present thesis and further studies 
 

As I claimed in the beginning of this paper, the Romanian folklore is perhaps one of the rich 

fountains least explored by foreign scholars of religious studies, history, sociology and so on. 

The present thesis managed to prove this claim from one perspective yet the volume of 

studies that could be done on it could hardly be exhaustive. My aim was to show how history 

and tradition are preserved in just two elements of folklore and I believe the hypothesis that 

set the start of this paper was carefully demonstrated. From this aspect the contribution of the 

present thesis is substantially important since it is perhaps amongst the few papers that 

identify tradition and history in places where it is less searched. The paper clearly illustrates 

that by approaching Romanian folklore from a new perspective it is possible to identify 

missing links in the chains of historical and traditional information collected from other 

sources or phenomena, different than the usual materials of historians. Furthermore, the 

present papers show a new, interesting way in which two geographically distinct sources 

(Romanian and Scandinavian) can share traits and how analysis on one can be applied to the 

other. Yet this analysis will not be possible without some resemblances between the aspects 

of Norse belief and Romanian pre-Christian heritage. Throughout the thesis, I have alluded to 

similarities, at times striking between symbolism of certain elements, between rites and 

practices. Although only hinted at, the collision of the two systems of belief resulted into the 

discovery of similarities, too obvious and direct at times, to be disregarded as generalities. 

Furthermore, the present thesis brought up new ways of inspecting how Christianity interacts 

with folklore and other pre-Christian beliefs at a deeper level. It is by analysing and 

paralleling core elements and phenomena of pre-Christian beliefs and folkloric phenomena 
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that we can understand best the impact of Christianity on the culture to which they are 

specific. Lastly the present paper is a new attempt to expose the Romanian material outside 

the borders of its country and encourage other researchers and academics to approach it from 

different angles.  

 There are plenty other Romanian folkloric phenomena left unexplored by scholars which 

provide for new opportunities since the present times allow for such interdisciplinary studies 

to be undertaken. That being said, there is plenty of room for other academics to undergo 

various studies in this domain and for my part I claim the present thesis is a starting point. 

The Romanian colinde and descântece are just one example of where potential information 

about ancient cults, populations, rites and practices can be stored in a form as close to its 

original as possible. Furthermore, it shows how territories far away from each other are 

peculiarly similar and how a courageous exploration of one’s ideas could lead to new ways of 

understanding the world. Further studies could be dedicated to colinde and descântece from 

the perspective of historical and traditional information. The ideas presented in this thesis 

could and hopefully will be expanded later, with each chapter having the potential to be 

expanded into a full research. Par exemple, an entirely new thesis could be dedicated to the 

way in which Christianity influenced the folklore, a study that can be applied to folklore from 

other cultures than Romania. As I have proven, various systems of beliefs can be compared to 

get a better understanding of the way Christianity did or did not influence the beliefs it came 

in contact with. To conclude, I believe the present thesis achieved its aim and I hope it will 

open the path to new future studies of the Romanian folklore, this golden mine which is yet to 

be explored at its full potential. 
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